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FEARFUL REPORT

RUINS OF THE MYRTLE BANK HOTEL AT KINGSTON

IN6ERMANYAND EVIL OF T.1URDER

ON STANDARD

FRANCE ARE

IS PREVALEHT

METHODS

DEADLY

AS USUAL

Great Oil Octopus Shown In
True Light by Interstate
Commerce Commission
WITHOUT HONESTY

OR

CONSCIENCE IT HAS
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Mine Explosions With Great Man Finds His Wife's Body
Loss of Life Resulting
Burned to a Crisp Lying

s

From Fire Damp.

feHW

E THAN

!

200

on Table In Room.

LOST IN

KILLED

FIRST CASE, NOT KNOWN

Killed Opposition Every Where by

In

MeOiods of Procedure the
Most Disreputable.

AT HIS

VERY MYSTERIOUSLY

E

Other Fire Drove Away Res- Some Other Crimes at Home ard
cuers From German Mine.
Abroad Too Numerous
Owned by Government.
to Mention.
.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 28. The
interstate commerce commission has
reported to congress the results of ita

Saarbuck. Rhenish Prussia. Jan.
ueverai hundred miners were
entombed early today at Keden shaft
by the explosion of fire damp.
At
1:30 this afternoon 164 bodies and
seventeen dangerously Injured miners
had been taken out.
One Hundred and Sixty-Fou- r.
A Are damp
explosion occurred
about 8 o'clock this morning In the
Bildstock shaft of the Reden mine, at
opposite thu!
Sulnt Jnpannon-Saa- r,
town. Upito 2 o'clock this afternoon
the bodies of 14 dead miners had
been taken out, seventeen dangerously Injured had been rescued and more
than 100 are missing. There were
600 men working In the shaft when
the explosion occurred, but half were
not In the galleries wrecked.
The
mine Is owned by the Prussian government.
I'lre Stops IlcHcue Work.
The outbreak of fire In the Reden
mine has driven out the rescuers. It
Is considered probable that thirty or
forty men are still In the mine.
The
number ot ;ad is now estimated at

tourlM vLsitine Kingston, ami it wni ikH(m1 among tra vHcrw' all
This faNhimialilc hotel was the stopping place of iiwny Kngllh ami Amerk-aemploye, by tlw falling walls. Tlie plHKorapli given a gool khm of the liavoc
over tiie world. It wan hcra tliat in a nay ncrt" killed, clih-flwrought by tiie quake. Tiie east nnd wen wing were . almovt demolished. The outc walls mere lipped out m that tiie interior of the rooms
was plainly visible from the street.

.

Pittsburg, Jan. 28. Albert Moack
found the body f his wife lytn
a
a table In her room, burned to
when he returned horn lata
last night. Nothing else In the room,
not even the table on which th woman was found, had been burned.
Houck says that all the doora wtra
locked and the lights were out whan
he returned, and he waa compel?.
to climb through the cellar window.
The police are mystified.

Investigation, under the
resolution, concerning the re
latlon of common carriers to the pro
duction
and distribution
of oil
Among much more of the same kind,
the report says:
The Standard Oil company largely
monopolises the handling of petroleum from the mouth of the well
until It Is sold to the retailer, and
sometimes to the consumer, and un
SfSPRCTRI OF KILLING
der ordinary circumstances Its mar
HIS WIFE'S PHYSICIAN.
gin of profit la very large. Estimate?
New York, Jan. 28. Suspected of
made In the report show a profit of
knowing something about the death
refined oil from the Sugar Creek re
of Dr. Charles W. Townnend. of
finery at Kansas City of from five to
Staten Island, who waa mysteriously
eight cents per gallon.
A much
murdered at his home Friday night,
higher profit is indicated for gasoline,
the police arrested John Bell, former
The sale of refined oil from the largj
street car conductor, at hla home In
Standard refinery at Whiting is cor
J
Brooklyn.
Suspicion waa directed
respondingly profitable.
agulust Bell by the discovery that bin
The evidence shows little basis for Will Take Its Regular Course.
wife died about a year ago arter an
the contention that the enormous
operation attending child birth. Dr.
dividends of the Standard OH com
Other Important Bills
Townsend attended the woman and
IV '
pany are the legitimate result of Its
had charge ot the operation.
Belt
economics. Kxcept for its pipe lines,
Introduced.
Is reported
200.
to have blamed
the Standard has but little legitimate
Many More Kiidatigcrcd.
,
advantage over the Independent ; e- Berlin, Jan. 28. A special from
f.ner.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Saarbruck says that fire has broke l PROMINENT MERCHANT IS
In discussing the assertion con
Sunta Fe. N. M., Jan. 28. The
KILLED BY BLACKMAILEIt.
out In the Reden shaft and It will be
tained In the report that "the ruin of charges made by the
London, Jan. 28. A verdict
X
Impossible to continue the rescue
its competitors has been a distinct press of New Mexico, especially the
work. Several hundred men, accord- wilful murder waa rendered by Uie
part of the policy of the Standard Oil Morning Journal, -- ami ;by- - Individuals
ing to this dispatch, are endangered. coroner's Jury this morning against
company, the commission Bays one on the floor of the house, that an
Horace George Raynor, the man who
method has been the organisation of
was being made to railroad
killed William Whitley, merchant, on
NEK1)KI
GKNSDAH.MKS
TO
a perfect system of esp'nnage over through House Bill No. 1 for the
But few additional
KNAUIJ4 1CESCUK WORK. January 24.
rc election of district attorneys, receivthe shipments of Its compflilt-jri- ,
. Lens,
France, Jan. 28. A terrlblo facts have been developed and the
suiting in knoviodgj ns to the dittl-natio- n ed a blow today when the bill came
"
police
believe it was a case of at'
t.r.vnita
disaster Involving the loss of many
of every car of oil leaving the up in the council.
tempt blackmail of the merchant..
Uvea occurred In a coal mine at Lle-vlrefinery of an independent.
The
It wai read in full upon motion of
Mr. Whitley was one of the moat
In the Courlore district.
The
Standard . agent at the- destination Mr. Miera, and after a suspension of
catastrophe was due to the explosion unique- - and at the samo time one of
.says the report. Is held responsible if rules went to the committee on Juthe most prominent figures In th
of fire damp.
.he Independent oil is sold. It ap diciary.
A panio followed the explosion and business world. He. was shot dead in
I
..v
pears that such Information Is sys
atThere was not the slightest
the greater part of the population of hla store by a youth claiming to b
teniatlcally obtained from railroad tempt made to do any railroading
town rushed to the mouth of the his son. The assassin then attempted
the
employes. The testimony shows that and while the entire time taken up
preventing the work of rescue to blow out his own brains.
pit,
the Standard at one time, if It does by the bill did not exceed fifteen minThe name of Whltely has become aw
until the gensdarmes restored a
nut now, devoted a fund to the pur- utes, there was no howl of any one
household word in England, owing; t
of order.
pose of obtaining this Information not being fully Informed as to its
the enormous
department store- liv
812 in the Mine.
The iihotograitli give! a view of Harbor street, KlngMou, arter the lire wlilcli followed the earthquake.
Ilur-lM- r
It has frequently happened, when purpose that of home rule.
London run by a company of which
812
Of
Into
who
descended
miners
t
HtrtH-supply
the
of Independent oil In a
leads flown to the dock, and It was here where
The bill will come up In regular orflames broke out first and raged llcrcest through
the pit this morning, 680 had been Mr. Whltely was president and which
particular territory was low nnd a der, and will undoubtedly pass the the first night. The telegraph poles lead to the cable Mat ion,theand
the picture shows one good reason why the
brought to the surface at 2 o'clock was the pioneer in such enterprise.
shipment was peculiarly necessary. council and become a law.
city was eiit off from the world.
The crime occurred shortly after
this afternoon.
The bodies of the
that the shipment has unaccountably
The council today adopted the rules
midday. An unknown young man
two
engineer
assistants,
and
chief
gone astray.
information also
of the council of 189' with few slight
horribly mangled, were recovered. wns accorded an Interview with Mr.
to have been given the Union changes today.
It is not yet known how many lives Whltely In the latter's private office,
Tank line, a creature of the Stand
Council resolution No. 0, introduced
where the two remained closeted for
ard, concerning the whereabouts of by Martinex of Taos, to give the his- HILL BORROWS TWELVE FIRE IN BUFFALO KILLS TERRIFIC RAIN SQUALL were lost.
a few moments.
As Mr. Whltely
Government Minimizes ltcHrt.
its cars, while such information was torical society two additional rooms
Paris, Jan. 28. Advices received at emerged from his office It waa obnot furnished to other owners of tank In the old palace here, passed the
the ministry of labor Indicate that served that the young man was folears, and some discrimination in tank council today.
LOCOMOTIVES FROM
THREE FIREMEN AND i SINKS FIFTY BOATS
Vasslere, chief engineer, and two as- lowing and importuning him. while
car mileage In favor of the tank line The resolution of Cameron of Eddy
sistants were probably the only vic- Mr. Whltely was waving hla visitor
Is shown for one railroad.
county to provide for the pay of the
tims ot the explosion today at Lieu-ve- oft and threatening to call the fiOr
!
The report shows that "at present extra employes went to the finance
young man
ouuuuiuy ine
It appears i .ey had gone down nu.
every considerable
LINGTON
today.
railroad In ths committee
INJURES MORE
whipped out a revolver and fired two
regas
not
leak,
In
a
a
task
search
of
I'nited States is buying of the Galena
Sargent
Councilmun
of Rio Arriba
quiring the assistance of any mine shots point blank at Mr. Whltely.
OH company, one of
the Standard county. Introduced three bills In the
Tho bullets lodged in Mr. Whltfilv"
employes.
companies, most of its lubricating and council, Nos. 3, 9 and 10. The first
iicad and he fell uettu.
Before the
signal oils, the prices paid for lubrl-cutin- g Is to allow the treasurer and auditor Wants to Raise Blockade on They Saw the
Tottering Walls In Harbor of Hong Kong In FOR SETTLERS IV
assassin could be secured he turned
oil, which is of three grades, to adjust discrepancies of long standweapon
the
upon
himself and Inflicted
being substantially the same to the ing on their books.
WESTERN CANADA
Northern Pacific In the
But It Was Too Late to
Ten Minutes Launches ResOttowa, Jan. 28. The bill dealing what Is believed to be a mortal,
various railroads.
The prices ob
The second one is amending the
with lands for settlement in Alberta wound. At a late hour he was very
tained by the oil company are ex- laws of 1903 relative to the office of
Dakotas at Once.
Escape by Flight.
cued Quite a Number.
and Saskatchewan, which Is being low.
travagantly high. Oils of the same auditor and traveling auditor and to
grade could be bought in the open define certain duties.
considered by parliament, if passed, VAN
WYK FOCND Gl'lLTY
will open up an Immense tract of
market for about one-haThe third provides for the collec- COMMERCE COMMISSION
the Ua
WIFE WAS ACyt'lTTEO
CHICAGO BAD ACCIDENT.
AMERICAN CONSUL SAYS
land for settlers. The land Is well
lena company's prices."
tion of deliquent taxes and their disSterling, Colo., Jan. 28. The Jury
Owing
suited
for
cultivation.
to
The report severely arraigns the position.
the
AFTER SOUTHERN PACIFIC
SPRINGFIELD GREAT FIRE1
SEND MONEY TO CHINA enormous grants of agricultural lands on the Van Wyk murder case today
10
Standard's methods of competition,
The council adjourned
until
Get-reVan Wyk guilty In th
saying: "The Standard has repeat- o'clock Tuesday morning.
made by the Inte west, aggregating found
first degree of murdering hla aister-In-lusome
32,000,000
acres
edly, after becoming the owner of a
old
in
the
all.
The house held a short session this
mnalm. Jan. 28. James J. Hill has
Buffalo, Jun. 2S. The Columbia
(lerretje Haast, n year ago
Hong Kong, Jan. 2V A terrific numbered sections over the best part
competing company, continued to op- afternoon.
called upon the Turlington road to building, an eight-stormructure at rain wiiiull broke over Hong Kong of the prairie, provinces have been Inst month. Mrs. Van Wyk, who ttu
erate It under the old name, carryhelp ruiM? the blockade on the North- !eneca and Vells stret ts. was burned
morning und in the fpaee of ten tied up until the railways selected churned Jointly with her husband wax
ing the idea to the public that the CURAT MRKGRR OV
ern Pacific In the Dakotas and the this morning, involving a financial this
At a previous trial both
minutes sunk over fifty Chinese craft the particular lands they preferred. acquitted.
company was still independent and
PAt KIXti IM'KltKNTS. Iturlingtou hua responded by sending loss of $500,000. Three firemen
were found guilty. The defense will
are in the harbor. More than 100
comselection,
now
This
been
has
competing with the Standard.
Chicago, Jan. 2S. There can now twiflve of Its heaviest locfAnotiveu!
Tiie
having been caught with tlves . were drowned.
No casualties pleted In all but the region north of ask lor u ne trial. It Is alleged that
operation of such fake independent be no doubt but the $500,000,000 from the Nebraska division to
twelve more firemen in the collapse are reported among the white popu-o- f Luke Winnipeg
concerns has been one of Its most ef- merger of packing interests will, In Northern Pacific. If possible, the
that was reserved for the motive of the crime wus the Insix
walls. The firemen, who were lutlon. launches rescued many
Bay Line, so that the ad- surance curried by the dead woman.
the
Hudson
fective means of destroying competi- the course of a short time, become more locomotives will go from Neupon the roof adjoining, saw cupunts of the swamped boats,
ditional numbered sections are now
tion. The Standard has habitually a reality. The consolidation, when braska, although there Is a shortage the tottering walls
Eight Juror For Thuw Trial.
und started to run
free for settlement.
The land, acreduced the price against Its com- carried out, will probably be affect of motive power In this state.
New York, Jun. 2H. One
nior.-Juro- r
down
the
stairs,
caught
were
but
bv
uoyky
Miiitk
cording to the provisions of the bill,
petitor in a particular locality, while ed in a manner that will not make
wus added to the panel which
the
debris
th-- j
which
through
crashed
PROVISIONS
IV
CHINA. will be for actual settlers, but If any Is
maintaining Its prices at other places. necessary a great deal of new capi U1IT.,1V I At IMC IN
try
Thaw for the killroof The names of the missing men
Washington.
Jan. 28. American homesteader wants to purchase un- ingtoof Harry K.White,
When competition wus destroyed It tal, on the lines of a Holding com
Stanford
making eight
K'"0,t'
and
Hlnkey.
Nortt.
Consul
ShangRodger,
General
at
occupied
adjoining
quarter
land
the
advanced or restored former prices. pany, but the legality of such will
s,n -w
thus
fur
selected. All the member
rraun 01 me lire wnicli ae- - hut ns , ,i th iioi.
on which they have made their liomes of the
The Standard has sold different yet have to be fully determined. Commerce Commissioner Frank K. stroyeda the
Thaw
family
were In court toColumbl.i building, occu- day regarding the Chinese famine. the new law will enable them to, buy
grades of oil at different prices from The best indication of a deal will Lane today began Investigation of the pied by
day except Joslah Thaw, brother of
twenty
tenants,
about
three
strongly
He
money
advises
be
It
$3
acre.
that
an
at
The bill has met
the same barrel.
It has paid em- be when Swift and the Armour com- complaints of jobbers and manufac- firemen are dead, and eighteen are
accused. The Countess of Yarand sent instead of food with no opposition and It is expected the
ployes of Independent oil companies panies Increase their capital.
The turers that the Southern Pacific com- more or less 'injured. The loss is contributed
mouth was sufficiently recovered from
present.
purat
In
can
very
Provisions
be
course
a
the
of
that
tor information as to the business of former is doing over $200,000,000 of pany is collecting a toll of five centa estimated at $500,000. Several
short her cold to attend.
Her constant
other chased at Shanghai at favorable time the lands in southern Manitoba
these competitors, and has paid em- business a year on $00,000,000 capi per ton on all freight received here buildings were damaged.
coughing was a refutation
ot the
obprices.
great
Time
saved
is
the
and
ployes of Industrial companies to
southeastern
will statement
Sasmatchewnn
tal, and some of the smaller com whether it comes over the wharves
was
remaining
that she
Klllott h:is been rescued, ject.
be open for settlement.
the adoption of its oil In pref- panies recently Increased their capi or not. The state charges this toll andFireman
la not badly Injured. Three men
because
of
disafTectioiiH
la the
erence to that of its competitors. It tal, but they will make a further en- when the goods pass over the wharves are now miming, Hiiikey,
family, as per the remarks of Mr- -.
Norton and NEW YORK SYNDICATE TO
MEETING OF AMATEI R
has followed every barrel oflndepcn-ilen- t largement if a merger plan is to be but It is alleged that the railroad col- Megan.
Harry
K.
Thaw
and
companion.
her
WORK ENGLISH TIN MINES.
ATHLETIC l .MON HEADS
oil to destination.
lects this toll from shippers even on
Ui agents carried through.
The latter uer-als- o
New York,. Jan. 28. The great tin
Chicago, Jan. 28. The board of Miss .Niackenxie.
are instructed to secure customers at
freights that come up the coast road TllltlvF. K1LI.KU Sl.VTF.KN
there.
centers of Cornwall are agitated over manugers of the control section ot
"v sacrifice. It has tampered with I MM AXS HAVF. CLAIM
and never reach the wharves. ComINJl lti:i AT AKMOl H S a report that a New York Syndicate the Amateur Athletic union
wiil
the oil inspectors in different states.
D MEN
AGAINST GOVF.KX M KXT. missioner Lane will also continue InChicago, Jan. 28. Three men were Is buying a number of the richest tin hold its regular annual meeting TWO DISTINGl Islll
"The competitive methods of the
Washington, D. C, Jan. 28. The quiry into the facta connected with killed
DIED O, CITE SI DDENLY
seriously
mines
The
there.
injured
and
mines
sixteen
the
which
tonight.
queshere
company in the past have been unfair claim ot Chief Daybahwadung and the
When
the
Harrlman merger.
Hartlettsvllle. I. T. Jun. 28. Richtoday aa the result of an explosion syndicate will work are all In the tion of Indoor track und Held
and disreputable. Its motto has been the Chippewa Indians
T. Hlue. attorney und formerly a
for money
in the ice machine power house ot neighborhood of Penzance and were championships will be taken up and ard
the destruction of competition at any which they allege the government GF.XEHAL BOOTH TO MARK
congressman from Kansas, died
f
Armour & company. Twenty men first worked by the Phoenicians the events awarded. The swimming heart disease at his
cost, and this policy has been pur- owes them for year Is being conhome here today
A WORLD TO I'll were working In the room when the about 80 B. C. The tin mines In
gymnastic
and
championship
dates
sued without much reference to de- sidered. The Indians state that the
He served through the Civil war in
New York, Jan. 18. General Booth
head of a cylinder on the ice ma- Cornwall are the richest In the world, will also be decided at the meeting. the
cency or conscience, and it is sig- government, through an agent, prom- head of the Salvation Army,
I'nion army and emerged with
has annificant that the larger independent ised them that when the timber on nounced his plana for an extensive chine blew off. filling the room with though up to the present primitive A question, which la sure to bother tiie title of colonel.
refiners sell the greater part of their their reservation at Boise Fort, on world tour. He will arrive here on ammonia fumes. Two men were in- methods are used for the working of the officials, is the indoor track
Chicago l'rofcsor PasNtt Away.
events so there are several claims for
product in foreign countries. One In- Nett Lake, was sold, each member February 16, and after a conference stantly killed and the third died on them.
Chicugo. Jim. 2 S. Prof. Wilber
way
hospital.
to the
The others
the big championship.
dependent testified that 75 per cent. of the tribe would receive $10 a with the leaders of the army In the the
deun of the school of educaWRITING PAPER COMPANY
.f his product went abroad, and saiu year in payment for a period of fifty country, will go to Toronto, Mon- are In a serious condition.
tion at the I'nlversily of Chicago, died
TO REDl'CE CAPITAL STOCK. TO FILL IN SI IIMERGFD
that he could compete with the Stan- years. The timber was cut, and treal and Ottowa. In the capital of
today ufler un Illness of
than
Fast Grove, N. J., Jan. 28. The
LANDS IN LAKE MICHIGAN'. twenty-fou- r
dard in Germany, where Its methods removed from the reservation several the Dominion he will be the guest LOSS $I,(MM),000 IV I I itt:
hours.
directors
of
the
Writing
American
Indianapolis.
Ind., Jan. 28. The
us followed in this country would not years ago, but no payment made as of Earl Grey at the government
PHKI.PIIS PRINTING CO. Puper company at their meeting toL'nited States Steel corporation has
te tolerated, but thut he could not promised.
Springfield, Mass.. Jan. 28. The day finally decided to recommend to had
house.
After a atay of a month In
introduced into the l.gUlatuie a e
I. Pl olM.E PROTEST
ompete with It here."
comPublishing
Phelps
will
of
the
Canada he
travel to Vancouver, Plant
the stockholders that at the annual
which. If it becomes a law, will
AGYIVsl RFI.IGIOIS ..
Tin; Gi.i.i:itv
Investigating en route the possibilities pany here mas destroyed by fire early meeting to be held here on Feb. i2. bill
permit
subtill
to
corporation
in
Special to The Evening Mtleli. A
Nuns F.xM'lled from Prance.
RIFI.R t'llAMPIOX&HIP of the country for future Salvation thin morning. Tte lost) Is nearly the total authorized capital stock of merged the
land In Lake Michigun. neur
Paris, Jan. 28. The order expellWashington, D. C, Jun. 28.
Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 2g. The Army settlements.
The company published the company, now fixed at $25,000,-00Kmbarklrig at $1,000,000.
$2',U0O,-00Gary,
building
u
It
is
where
ing the Sisters of the Assumption third annual tournament
4 Delegate Andrews sec ured puw- - A
of the In- Seattle on April 2 he will land In ueverai magazines, including
the
be
to
by
$22,000,000
reduced
e
twenty-fivplant,
to
depth
a
of
aye
by I lie house of a pension
from French territory comes into door Twenty-tw- o
Calibre Rifle League Japan on the lust week In
month, Farm and Home, and the orange reducing the common stock (of feet, and acquire thou.-utndacres
A r ht.li t.i
of
Anto:.lo
lurce today, but a great many of or the United States will be held his Itenerary in the Iind that
lor
e
Judd
Farmer.
or
Riswhich $1,000,000 has never been is- of land made by dumping
refuse
An hews a'..- e- - 4
them have already left for Spain, here this afternoon, under the aus- ing Sun, includiug Yokohoma,theNagau
sued), to $1,500,000.
and retiring from the steel mills Into the lak- Italy, JjaJgium. and Kngland. There pices ot the Columbia,
tilion from twenty people of 4
Rifle
saki. Kobe and Tokio. In Japan,
Metal Market.
und cancelling $2,000,000 of the is- The bill says that it will induce larg'
uere twenty bouses in this order and William A. Towes. of the Zetler club
Uomell a.;.i:it religious legist- - A
Rifle where a month will be spent. General
New York. Jan. 2t.
Jopper firm. sued common stock, which la now manufacturing concerns to locate
tomorrow the work of dismantling club, the present champion, will
latlon
the District of Colum- - 4
Booth la already assured an official $24.26t24 CO; lead Kteady,
$8. 00i' owned by the company and held In Along the Indiana Short Line.
Mu li
them will commence
welcome.
Its treasury.
opposition to the bill is expected.
TUlman-GH-baep-

ie

DISTRICT ATTOR-

NEY BILL NOW IN

THE COUNCIL
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2LLBUQUERQDE

IAGE TWO.
airy with the rifle snd the pistol nn.l
field artillery with the pistol.
In general order Issued by the war
dep.ii tment It Is declared that the
object of nil Instruction, of which
Tfee Citizen Publishing Company range firing merely forms one of the
nml steps. Is t increase the soldiers'
4 fmlvKf for trintalon throask the accuracy of fire with the small arm
Mil M ncowd claa mttr.
as he will t.iko It Into nctloii.
It Is
therefore hi'lil to lip requisite that his
practice should hp conducted with the
rifle or pistol exactly ns It Is supplied
l) NloW&n LA BE L
liy thp department having charge of
thp fabrication of nrtns. exeppt that
the sights may tip blackened If desired. Additional appliances, It Is
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
stutpil, such as temporary shades for
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE the sights, iletachable spirit levels,
orlhoplc eye pieces, etc., which In the
field would practically never be placed
to the rltle or used 111 aiming, and
would only make the soldlpr depend-en- t
upon conditions unlike
those
which obtained In hattle, will not he
used In regular practice.

THE EVENING CITiZEH
toMUatt DOly hi Weekly Iy

Mn

10

LEARNING

BE

TO ALL
Student Invents Machine
Which Does Away With AH
the Drudgery of Studying.
OPPOSITION

6

M

i

FUNCTION

Take
Government
Bangs as Contractor on Panama Canal Construction.
Won't

Mr.

Chicago:
Jaeobson, a
Kdward
Northwestern university student, has
Invested a studying machine which
not only abolishes the ravages on the
body brought by
sessions
with
back over a book
T small print, but also saves, he says
the eyes and the mind.
The mechanical device Jacobson
lima adopted for his invention is of a
phonographic nature, for which he
haa prepared records on which are
concentrated the essential points of
entire courses.
his case of records,
He unstraps
elects course No. 1. "turns out the
light, lays himself down on bed or
eouch, and pulling a cord which Is
attached to the machine, prepares
himself to absorb learning by the roll.
The machine is provided with an
attachment on the order of the works
clock, which will run
f an eight-da- y
an indefinite period for longer than
unjr listener will survive.
all-nig- ht

towel-encircl-

SlIOlXl REQUIRE
CIVIL MARRIAGE SERVICE
Washington, IX C: That the state
should not recognize the marriage
ceremony as performed by the church
Is the opinion contained in a dissertation on the bill to amend the
divorce law, submitted by George C.
Hennlng, secretary of the Washington
Safe Deposit company to the commissioners of the district.
Mr. Hennlng presents his views on
the subject of marriage and divorce
in part as follows:
The law regards marriage as a
civil contract in the abstract and yet
calls upon the church to sanction It.
The state should have nothing to do
with the church by recognizing any
of its functions. The state is a civil
institution and the church a regligious
one. In nearly every civilized country, except where the English tongue
prevails, civil marriage is the only
one recognized by the state. This is
all the more Important because of the
necessity that might arise to prove
Eccleslatics are notoriously alack
it
la business matters, and often neglect
tm make returns of marriage."
KTATK

UOVKKNMENT WONT
TAKE CONTRACTOR BANGS
Washington: It has been decided
that the bid of William J. Oliver of
Tennessee und Anson M. Bangs of
New York for the contract to conjunct the Panama canal will not be
accepted.
This was determined today at a lengthy meeting of the president and his cabinet, and. although,
there has been no official announcement, is it definitely known. There
is a proposition, however, that will
not leave Mr. Oliver out entirely, and
he will be given an opportunity to
find another partner than Mr. Iiangs
with a view to forming a combination
that will be satisfactory to the government.
This is because .Mr. Hangs, after a
lotig Investigation of his record, is unsatisfactory to the government here.
and the president will not consent to
his being given such responsible work
although he is not the controlling
commember of the Oliver-Hanpany. It is not known with whom
Mr. Oliver will associate himself, if
with any one. lie Is now supposed
to be in New York on canal contract
was
affairs. A day or two ago tlu-rauthority for saying that he would
combine with the Pierces, the next to
the lowest bidders.

WANTS

Recent Happenings at Carbon Among the Boys His CircuCity as Chronicled by Its
lar on the Subject Is
Faithful Scribes.
Here Published.

s:

d.

Por-tule-

New-Mexic-

The following circular has been
received by all the newspapers of the
territory, The Kvening Citizen receiving a copy n the mall yesterday:
IM'VS' t'OUN GROWING COXITIS'!',
Agricultural College, Jan. L'6.
Gentlemen:
The New Mexico college Is contemplating the holding of
a territorial boys' corn growing contest this year.
Liberal cash prizes
will ho offered for the best showing.
Free seed will be sent to all those
who wish to enter the contest and
will request same of the undersigned.
We are sending a similar
communication to the county school superintendents,
requesting
them to
take the lead In
the boys
in the various districts In the contest.
They may, if they choose to do so.
solicit funds and hold a county hoys'
corn growing contest, if county contests are held those who win prizes
in the county
will be eligible
to enter the t.ltorlal contest.
It
Is not necessary to the success of the
territorial contest to hold a county
contest, but at the same time it would
be desirable to do so.
Will you
with us by
giving notice In your paper regarding the plan and giving it a boost
whenever possible?
You can readily see whiit the ultimate
benefits-wil- l
be In encouraging farmers to try
seed that comes tn them recommended. If you are willing to help In the
movement an outline will be sent to
you at once. We want to start the
work as soon as possible, and a reply-breturn mall will be greatly appreciated.
Thanking you in advance, I am,
Yours for success,
J. J. VERNON,
Professor of Agriculture.
(This paper Is willing to help along
the good cause to the best of its ability, and hereby requests Professor
Vernon to send an outline of his plan
so it can also lie given general publicity through the columns of The
Kvening Citizen.
No doubt County
St roup will
School Superintendent
lend bis assistance.)

U sometimes nccrsKiir.r, but wc
ilcpciiil usn tho merit of our
Rood
and fair dealing with
every customer, to insure our
continual success in the rtrtifj
htislness.

ALVARADO
PHARMACY
Cor. Gold Ave.

THIS MILLER

WHO

HD

GAME

PKOTI-:.STO. MIIJ.KIt
THAT
UK DID XtrT RKNDF.R
TIIOSK DKCISIOXS.

.1.

Mesilla Park, Jan. 27th, 1907.
The Kvening Citizen, Albuquerque.
Gentlemen: I notice In your write
up of the basket ball gume between
the 'varsity and trie college that you
have me mentioned as the official
referee and that some dissatisfaction
arose over some of the decisions. 1
was not In Albuquerque, and therefore know nothing of the merits of
the cases. Can you not some way
make it known that the Miller at the
game the other night was not
"Coach" Miller. I have often officiated in games in the territory, sometimes against my will, but have been
uniformly successful in having the
respect of all concerned as to fair

treatment.
Thanking

you for whatever notice
you can give. I am.
Very truly yours,
J. O. MIU.KU.

The name should have read J.
Instead of J. O. Miller.

G.

Miller,

WILL COMPLETE

CUT-O-

DAYS

PI COS
.

IIIVKK HKIDGK IS I toil
I.OXG AND OF STKKl- - CON.

STIU'tTION.
"'The

thirty

will be completed
days," said C. H. Sharp of
cut-o-

ff

St.

B. H. BRIGGS &
CO.

Proprietors

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Sot of Teeth
Gold Killing
Gold Crown
Painless Extracting

FOIl

$1.50 up
$0

five-room-

50c

ALL WOKK AIISOI.VTF.LY

GCAIt-AXTEE-

n. F. COPP,
ROOM

12,

HUNT.

FOH KENT
New
house, modern.
618 North Sixth
street.
Foil KENT Two rooms for light- housekeeping. Inquire at 300 North
Broadway.
FOIl KENT Front rooms for llghl
housekeeping;
rent reasonable.
Apply rear 624 West Railroad.
FOR
RENT Furn lulled
ottane
flats; very reasonable,
Apply at
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteucci, 624
West Tljeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
$1.00 per week nnd up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up furnished with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes.
The Minneapolis House,
524 South Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.

N. T. ARMIJO BLDQ.

two-stor-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 10, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854). as
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
FOIl SALE.
proof will be made before the proFOR
SALE
OR
EXCHANHK A
bate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
Yost typewriter.
.ee The CitiJanuary 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chavzen.
ez de Otero, for the Small Holding
Claim No. 2647, situate in Sec. 36, T. FOR SALE One "Viava treatment,"
complete; cheap. Dr. McCormick
7 N., R. 2 E.
522 W. Railroad avenue.
He names the following witnesses
ad- FOR SALE The Claude GlraTd prop-ert- y
to prove his actual continuous
on west Mountain road.
verse possession of said tract for
Inquire on premises or at No. 300
twenty years next preceding the surNorth Broadway.
vey of the township, viz:
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los FOR SALE Majority of stock in
Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon,
and paying retail busiOrona, Qulrlno Samore, of Per-altness. Incorporated. Owner wishes
N. M.
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Any person who desires to protest
Daily Citizen.
against the allowance of said proof, FOR SALE A No. 1
Charter gasoor who knows of any substantial realine engine,
power, for
son under the laws and regulations
pumping; good as new; cheap.
of the interior department why such
See Dr. J. N. Warner, 1006 South
proof should not be allowed will be
Edith street.
given an opportunity at the above
KALE Snap Lots 13, 14. IS,
mentioned .time and place to cross FOR
in block B, Simpler addition No. 2,
examine the witnesses of said claimonly $600.
$60 cash, balance in
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
installments of $15 per month.
of that submitted by claimant.
Write J. C. Phelan, Fresno, Calif.,
MANUEL K. OTEKO,
or see E. 11. Dunbar, 224 West
Register.
iloiil avenue.
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
LOST.
NOTICE FOR riUMCATION.
LOST Pocket book coulain7ngnvo
hills; finder return to
Department of the Interior, Land
this ofllce and receive reward.
Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
Dec. 29, 1906.
A gold filigree chain,
with
Notice Is hereby given that Santiturquoise setting.
Finder please
ago Grlego of Carpenter, N. M., has
leave at this office and receive retiled notice of his intention to make
ward.
five-yefinal
proof in support of
STRAYED.
his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
10.301 made Nov. 20, 1906. for the STRAYED January 17, one Jersey
cow; branded open H. Return to
SM NE!4 and lots 1 and 2, Section
1500 South John street. Mrs. P. M.
S, Township 9 N., Range 6 E., and
Gavin.
that said proof will be made before
H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
Cured of Lung Trouble.
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
"It is now eleven years since I had
M.. on Feb. 6, 1907.
a narrow escape from consumption,"
He names the following witnesses writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
to prove his continuous residence up- man of Kershaw, s. C. 'T had run
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz: down in weight to 135 pounds, and
Venceslado Griego, Salomon Grle- roughing was constant, both by day
go, Darlo Chavez and J. R. Carpenand by night.
Finally I began takter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and
MANUEL R. OTEPO,
continued this for about six months,
Register.
when my cough and lung trouble were
entirely gone and I was restored to
my normal weight. 170 pounds."
NOTICE FOIl PUBLICATION.
Thousands of persons are healed
Department of the Interior,
Land every year. Guaranteed by all drugOffice at Santa Fe. N. M.
gists. 50c and $1.00.
Trial bottle
Dec. 29. 1906.
free.
Notice is hereby given that Lucio
Ortega of Chlllll, N. M.. has Hied no- TIIK
BUILDING
tice of his intention to make final
AND IiOAN ASSOCIATION .
five-yeproof in support of his
The
Building and
claim, viz: Homestead entry No. Loan Association of Albuquerque, the
6.702 made Dec. 10, 1901. for the pioneer association of the southwest,
W
NEVi nnd E
NW4, Section has rounded out nineteen full years
12, Township 8 N., Range 6 E
and of successful business life, producing
that sulil proof wll be made before results highly remunerative
to its
If. W. S. Otero, United States Court stockholders, large and small alike.
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
It has paid back to stockholders
M.. on Feb. (,, 1907.
more than half a million dollars, is
He names the following witnesses distinctively a homo institution, govto prove his continuous residence up- erned by the stockholders, anions
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz: whom ure some of Albuquerque.)
'Francisco Garcia, Estolauo Ortega, best business men.
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
A new .series has just been placed
all of Chlllll, N. M.
on rale, payable $1.00 per share per
MANUEL R. OTERO.
month, commencing with the present month.
Register.
In
putting
If you are interested
your savings where they wlil earl
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION-- .
Department of the Interior,
Land something, or nould like to own your
office ut Santa Fe. N. M.
home, instead of forever paying rent,
let the secretary tell you about the
Dec. 2!t. 190C.
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Ortega of chlllll. N. M., has filed
Olllce. room :i. N. T. Armljo
notice of his intention to make final
o
proof in support
of his
Wi-4- claim, v'.: Homestead
Counsel rom tlie South.
entry No.
6. 70 J made Dec. 10, 1901. for tho
"I want to give some valuable adSW, SW',4. Section 1. W'i NW'i vice to those wlio suffer with lame
back und kidney trouble," says .1. R.
ami NW'i SW'i. Section 12, Township k V. Range 6 K., and that said Blankenship. of I'.eck, Tcnn. "1 have
proof will lie made before 1. V. S. proved to an absolute certainty that
Electric Hitters will positively cure
Otero. United States Court Commissi. itn-r- .
;it Albuquerque, N. M.. on this di.-t-i essing condition.
The tlr.--t
bottle saif me great relief and after
F.I.. .. 1K07.
He names the following witnesses takinK a few more bottle?. I was completely cured; so completely that it
to prove his continuous residence upon, ami cultivation of. the land, viz: becomes a pleasure to recommend
Francisco Garcia, Estolauo ortego, this great remedy." Sold under guarLon nzo Sanchez and Edward Caller, antee by ull druggists. Trice D"c.
Guil-lerm-

o

five-doll- ar

Iisr

ar

FF

IN THIRTY

tad Tint

repairing' J at

avenue and
nroailway. p. K. Dnnlel.
WANTKI) 'An
experienced
conk.
Mm. W. 11. Chllders. 107 North
Twehth street.
WANTED
Uunlleman'H necond- hand clothing. No. 615 South Flrt
mreci, souin of viaduct. Send address and will call. It. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED A (rood "cook, man lir
woman; nmall hotel; good wage
paid promptly. Write to (Inebel hotel. Helen. N. M.
WANTED Gentleman oT iaTiy fo
travel for mercantile house of large
capital.
Territory at home or
abroad to milt. if desirable the
may
home
he used as headquarters.
Weekly salary of $1,000 per year
expenses.
and
Address Joseph A.
Alexander. Alhiiuerque. N. M.
WANTED Teams The .Santa
Fe
Qold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Tedro, and
for other purposes.
good
All
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
SALESMEN WANTED.
WANTED Capable salesman tocov- er IV pw Mexico with staple line.
High commlsKinns
with liberal
weekly drawing account. Permanent position to right man. Jess H.
Smith Co., Detroit, Mich.
ANTED Experienced in an y line
to sell general trade in New Mexico
An unexcelled specially proposition.
Commissions with $35 weekly for
expenses. The Continental Jewelry
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Persuasive
Talk

ng

WASN'T

More shoe"

corner of Railroad

CORN

CONTESTS

E

ZINE

Ray-nold-

CLASSIFIED. ADVERTISEMENTS.

PROF. VERNON

FROM

in

the

Construction company
at the local station this morning. Mr.
Sharp had Just arrived from a trip
of inspection over the line, and was
on his wav to his home in Kansas
City.

laid to a point
east of where the
cut-ocrosses the Rock Island," continued Mr. Sharp, and the rest is
easy providing the weather is fair.
Tile bridge across the I'ecos is complete. The structure consists of fourspans, many of
teen
them on cement peers eighty-fee- t
high. It Is of steel
construction
For any disease of e nkIii there Is throughout."
Meeting of t allle Similar) lloui'il.
The territorial
cattle sanitary nothing better tha:i Chamberlain's
WHITE MX IHIMI GI1I.TV
It relieves the itching and
Cheer up. In a few weeks you will
will meet in Santa Fe today Salve.
Ol' CRIMINAL ASSAI I.T hoard
the purpose of transacting busi- burning sensation Instantly and soon not see any more of Mabelle Gilman
New Albany, ind.: The Jury in the for
a cure. Sold by all druggists. in the papers than Carrie Nation.
case of the state of Indiana against ness and considering proposed legis- effects
fur the cattle Interests to lie
Andrew Cardwlll. who was charged lation
h
an .iss.mil with it oinineniled to the tbhiy-seveiwith committing
criminal intent on Mabel Harris, h legislative assembly.
girl, found the defendant Meeting ,r
Territorial Hoard of
Kuilty in the Floyd circuit cuurt at
g
Htvr Albany, after having been
A meeting nf the territorial
board
on the question during the of education will
be held tomorrow at
fiitire night. I 'inter the law. the the oliiee of Superintendent
As every part of the body is dependent ott the blood for nourishment
of Pubpenally is an indeterminate .sentene
lic Instruction Hiram Hadley for the and strength, it is necessary that this vital fluid be kept free from germs,
f from two to fourteen years in the purpose of
considering proposed impurities and poisons. As louj; as it remains tineontauiitiated we are forstate prison.
changes In the school laws of Ww tified againt disease and health is assured ; but any humor or impurity acts
Cardwlll had been living in I.mils
injuriously cm the system and affects the general health, or culminates in
ville, Ky., but for several months be
some special blood disease.
Pustular eruptions, pimples, rashes and the
fore the attempted assault lie was a
different skin aflections show that the blood is in a fevetish and diseased
frequent visitor at the Harris home.
ARI.OV
M
I
(tl
It
too much acid, or the ptcM-- e of some irritating
In speaking of tin. convening
lie was arrested six month ago. anil
the condition as a
was indicted by the grand Jury at the supreme court in Phoenix onof last
humor. Sores and I'lcrs are the result of morbid, unhealthy matter in the
i October term of the circuit court.
Monday.
the Arizona
Republican, blood, and Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula, Contagious Mood Poison, etc.,
inK unable to give bond, lie lias been among other thinus. sas.
are all deep-seateblol diseases that continue to glow worse as long as the
confined in the i'lovd ci.iintv Jul
'There are eight criminal eases on Impurity or poison remains in the circulation. Some peisons are Kuti with
tin- calendar, the must. Interest inW ,,t
Kince his arrest.
an hereditary taint in the blood and we see the eflect manifested in vaiiotis
"hiiil is that of R. i:. ltHK lloin ways. The
has :i pallid, vay appearance, the t yes ate weak, glands
itvrri.i: conditions
ion
Huh county, the appellant having been
sm i.i, i;ms pit i
i: convicted of a criminal assault um.ii In the neck often enlarged and usually the body is not fully developed or
tn practice limit; of l.'sther Power. The appellant's
Washington
fctri.ng, because it has always been fed on weak, impute blood. In iiil blood
brief ttor.blcs S. S. S. has
soldiers with the rill- - in plsi.l in
proved itself a pcrfcit remedy. It nes down into the
has I. ecu filed and is a most
iill ii.sisi
the war department
citculation and removes all poisons, humors, waste (.r foreign matter, and
oils document
,,f
consisting
that it be under conditions similar to I'.itli s eM Usive of the in.l. v li ....... ma';es this stream of life pme and health-:;- .
Nothing teaches
those which o lil ii i in ...
j'Hi.s an analysis of the li'Miinony of Inherited blood tumble s like S. S. S.; it rcm.ivcs
v particle of t.iiut,
i
Do- - men l.i do
it will mil do f she-ithe prosecutrix with interesting oh-- i purifies and s Wen ...thins the wink, di tcri.n ate.l Mood, supplies it with the
ur slicit.-is- .
their filing from
at ions as to the character of II." healthful pH pci ticS it nee, is and est ddislwi the foundation for good health.
"in the eli
hut it shall be conducted
,
Iils's is well known In Flagstaff, Rheumatism, Catarth, S twful.i,
Sotes and
Skin Diseases, Cotttagioui
open" and with tin- - weapons with hiving
resided in ibat city sewrnl Blood Poison and all blood diseases
and disorders ate cured permanently all of Cliillll. N. M. R.
which each army of the service Is i a l s ago.
RANCH EGGS.
MANUEL
OTERO.
by S. R. P. It is jni.de ntin.lv of roots, hejrbs and ..tks, and is the King
regularly equipped. Infantry and arFor fresh eggs, one or two days old
Register.
of
all
tillery except Held batteries, me
blood
purifiers.
bio.
Hook
advice
on
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
desired
ami
the
medical
anv
WALphone Black 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
to practice with the ii!ie;'cav- - TON'S DRUG STORE.
nt f rte.
Tij S WIFT SPLCIFIC CO., A TIANTA. CA.
Try a Cu ea want tivertleement. htreel and Mountain road.
e
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Gallup Republican.
which
The
night,
reached the city Saturday
served as a "special correspondence"
February.
ton
for our esteemed morning contempoA new
cover design. especially rary
on west Gold avenue this mornstrong and attractive.
marks
this ing. However, The F.venlng Citizen
number of Keith's, and Is indicative will not plaglorlze the following items
of the general excellence of the con- but state they are clipped from the
tents as well.
Gallup Republican:
Chan. S. Sedgwick, a'rehitect, writes
of evolution in domestic architecture, (
IT Ills THROAT
In an Interesting way, illustrated by
WITH A RAZOR
examples of typical American homes.
Wednesday
Delro com
J. Taylor, of Glasgow, contributes mitted suicide Domlnick
at Heaton by cutting
in Illustrated paper on "The Living his throat with a razor. He had been
Room." the first of his series of drinking and his brother upbraided
hints for the modern housp.
him several times for his over-indThe subject of "Porches" Is well gence
in booze.
The man
the
handled and well illustrated by a scolding to heart and broodedtook
over It
writer of authority on architectural until he believed
that life was not
letails.
the living, and that he would
"Planning the Harden" Is a timely worth
be better off dead than alive. The
article for those who wish to arrange suicide
followed. Delro made an at
all such details before-hanand be tempt to kill himself once before,
ready for spring planting.
a
using
but the bullet was
A helpful article for the student of
his head and he recovfurnishing nnd decoration is present taken out isof thought
It
that the man's
ed by John Hurt's. "The fleorgian ered. was
not just right. He was
mind
Style In Furniture."
Thursday,
Rev. Iluggett offi
The regular Keith's department of burled
ciating.
modern designs for the homebuilder
Delro was a native of Italy and a
presents six attractive homes, with
United
floor plans, a special feature Intro naturalized citizen of the
He had been a member of
duced in this number being larger States.
various
order; but at the time of his
scale plans than hertofore.
he was In good standing In
The designs this month show a death
none.
was 37 years of age.
He
wide range In style and cost.
Keith's Magazine offers a most PROBATE JUDGE APODACO
valuable service to readers who are
DOWN AND OUT
about to decorate either a new or old
Judge Apodaco, who was probate
house, in nnswerlng their questions Judge
before the first of the year, is
and giving advice In such matters. confined
to his home seriously inAn expert decorator is In charge of jured.
The latter part of last week
this department.
fell from the high bank of the
are equally he
Other departments
Puerco liver to the bottom und was
valuable to the home builder and so
badly injured that he was unable
housekeeper.
get out. There was no one living
Published by Max I.. Keith, Minne to
near the place where he fell and he
apolis, Minn.
On all news stands,
had to stay out ull night and the
1 r
cents per copy.
night was cold and both feet were
frozen. The place where the old
man fell is near the bridge on the
OFFICIAL MATTERS
road to the Otero mine nnd the banks
of the river are very steep and high.
Apodaco missed the bridge, it being
Pension Notes.
quite dark, and walked off the edge
The following pensions have been of the bank and struck the bottom
granted:
In such a way that his legs were
Mrs. Justa Gonzales ,e Ciallegos of paralyzed and he was unable to move
Chaperito, pension IX per month and them for some days. His cries for
12 per month for minor child, from help brought no one and he laid nil
August 27, 1906.
night on the river bottom suffering
Jose
Aragou, of great pain, he was found shortly af
Kncarnacion
Wagon Mound, pension 310 per month ter daylight and brought to town.
from November 20, 1905.
He Is now somewhat better.
PoHtofflec Notes.
The following poHtofflees have been OTHERS AFTER GALLUP
established:
FUEL CO. MINK
Plnon. Otero county,
J. Chronls- It Is an III wind that blows no one
postmaster.
ter
some good and the one good feature
Varladero, San Miguel county, Slx- - about the present coal shortage all
ta Martinez, postmaster.
over the southwest is that Gallup has
James W. Hennett appointed post been brought prominently to the atmaster at Weed, Otero county.
tention of the big fuel consumers.
Notaries Public Appointed.
There seems to be but little doubt
The following have been appointed but that the Hisbee people, who were
notaries public by Governor Hager- - here recently, will purchase the Galmnn :
lup Fuel company mine. These peoFrank Ackerman of Albuquerque, ple have an unlimited backing
Hernalillo county; T. J. Grafton, An should they take the mine they and
are
gus, Lincoln county:
Kdward C. In a position to develope it on a big
Wade, Jr., Las Truces, Dona Ana scale and make It a big producer, em
county; John P. Mansfield,
Steins ploying a large force of men. which
Grant county.
would be a great benefit to Gallup.
Articles of Incorporation.
In case the Hisbee parties do not take
The following articles of incorpora the property nn F,l Paso concern is
tion have been filed in the office of after it, and have written for an op
Territorial
Secretary J. W.
tion naming as a consideration, in
case they buy. just double the amount
Development company. named in the option given the Hisbee
Hartford
Principal place of business at Melrose men. The business interests of this
Roosevelt county. Territorial agent. city are anxious to hear of the conWilliam D. Mcliee. Capital stock summation of the deal between
the
312,000, divided into 240 shares of the Gallup
company and the Hisbee
par value of 3!i0 each, commencing parties Fuel
as such a deal would bring a
business with 33,000. Object,' laying large working capital to Gallup and
out townships and making improve a large pay roll would soon follow,
ments. Duration, fifty years. Incor- which for some time at least would
porators. J. M. Hay. V. S. McCurdy. be completely distributed among the
Thomas S. H. Denby, Hert C. Smith. town business men. The present own. Morris, J. A. Taylor, William
J.
ers of the mine are developing it as
I). Mcltee, Stephen I). Hamilton. M. fast as circumstances permit,
but un1. Wright and C M. Matheny. all of expected obstacles have
Melrose, Noble T. Daugherty of Carls-bu- work nnd according to one ofretarded
the ofs.
and James S. Fltzhugh of
ficers of the company it would be
many months before the mine would
F.lephaiit
Gold
.Mines company. be on a big productive basis.
Principal place of business in
at Socorro. Socorro county. ItKM AI S HHOI GUT TO
Territorial agent. James tl. Fitch.
JA1X11 AND lll'ltl i:i
Capital stock. l.f.On.OOO. divided into
Neglect was made to mention the
one million five hundred thousand funeral of Frank
Long,
was
shares of the par value of 31 each, held In Gallup week beforewhich
Mr.
object, general mining business. Du Long was formerly at Fort .last.
Wlngate
ration, twenty-fiv- e
years. The com- and later at this place. He was marpany was originally incorporated in ried some three years ago to Miss
Arizona and Hied amended articles to Drown of this city. At the time of
comply with the laws of New Mexico. his death lie was employed on the
Santa Fe at Hurstow, Calif., where he
Meeting of Hoard of (Meopatiiy.
injured so severely while at work
The territorial board of osteopathy onasJanuary
7.
will meet in Santa Fe on the 14th of He was broughtthat his deatli resulted
here a few days later
February in regular annual session. and the
Interment was made in the
Dr. C. A. Wheeler of Santa Ke is sec-- i
Hillside cemetery.
etary.
KEITHS

MADE EASY

ITEMS

EVENING

rEKsoxAL rnorErtrv loans.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
nlso on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10
and as high as $200.
Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
One
to
Time:
one year given.
month
your
remain,
Goods
in
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call ant)
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

Nice, New, 6 Room

HOUSE
Finely

urnlslicil, Fireplace.
Ilorie,
Huffgy, Harness, Hay, Etc
I

$3300
POR TERFIELD CO.
110
West Gold Avt.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT I. AW
N. W., Washington, D. C.

!

rt

Pensions)
iunu patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
"
II. V. I). Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albumi.,.
que. N. M. Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. V. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT T.AW
rvM.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M.'
DENTISTS.
1

IH. J. E. KRAFT,

Surgeoa.
Rooms 2 and 3. Harnett hnilHlnir
over O'Rielly's drug store, Automatic phone 238.
Appointments made
by mail.
Edmund ,1. Alger. 1. I. S.
No. 306 Railroad
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 n. m p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones.
Ap
pointments made by mall.
IH-nt-

iss
"

rilTSICIANS.

DR. J. U. 1IAVNES
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and 13. N. t. Armitn
building.
w. m. siii:i:n
i it
Homeopathic Physician und Surgeon.
jcci(ieniai
Lire Building. Tele-pho886. Albuquerque, N. M.
IR. It. I.. IIUST.
Office,
X. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with wi
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
aay rrom 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
A. ItORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Rlaclr
or White hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Bar- nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

ne

6-- 8,

46-4-

Room

J. It. Farwcll.

Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Childers.
117
West Gold avenue.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice- - at Santa Fe. New Mexico.
23. N. T.

January 22, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
de Dios Pudllla of San Rafael, N. M..
has filed notice of his Intention to

make final five-yeproof in support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No.
688, made December 3. 1901.
for the W'i NE'i. and W
SEU.
Section 26, Township 10 N, Range 10
W, and that said proof will be made
before Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk
at Los Lunas, N. M on March 7,
ar

1907.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Jose R. Candelarla, ltafael Baldes,
Manuel Sanchez, Bisente Padia, all
of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
fice nt Santa Fe, New Mexico.

January

Of-

23, 1907.

.Notice is hereby given

that Ramon

PadilU of San Rafael, N. M.. has
tiled notice of his intention to make
final five year- - proof in support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
66h!, made December 3, 1901, for the
E Vi NW'4, and E'i SW4, Section
Township 10 N, Range 10 W, and
that said proof will be made before

:',

Jesus

Luna,

Probajfe Clerk

tti&

I.os Lunas, N. M.. on March 7, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and c ultivation of. the land, viz:
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes.
Manuel Sanchez. Bisente Padia. all:
of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
or a Cold ana How to Avoid
Them.
More fatalities have their origin Ir.'
or result from a cold than from any
other cause. This fact alone should
make people more careful as there
no danger whatever from a cold when
It is properly treated In the beginning.
For many years Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has been recognized as the
most prom fit und effectual medicine
in use for this disease. It acts on nature's plan, loosens the cough, relieves the lungs, opens the secretions
and aids nature in restoring the system to a healthy condition. Sold iy
ull druggists.
,'
.
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BOSNIAN WRITES

ELOQUENTLY

OF ALBUQUERQUE AND ITS CHARMS

After a Careful Investigation of the City
He Decides to Make it His

Permanent Home
HIS VIEWS REGARDING THE CITY GIVEN
IN AN ARTICLE IN THE ' OUT WEST."
Tin; lolloping appears In the January tiombcr of "out West." a magazine published at I,o Angeles:

A!tHierque.

N. M.. Nov. 2.

ISMifi.

My Dear Wife: My dally postals
have already Informed you tha'1 arrived here u little before noon a week
ago today, on the "Flyer," that
equipped Santa Fe
magnificently
train running from Chicago to the
Pacific, with accommodations which
make traveling a positive luxury.
A very large hotel called the "Alva rado" 'adjoins
the depot here.
These are of the old Moorish architecture, and, with their quaint arches,
towers and facades, form absolutely
th
iet attractive and beautiful
group of buildings I have seen since
1
left Boston. The hotel Is managed
by I he Harvey company, and you already know what they have done
and are doing for the gastronomic
satisf-.w.tloof the traveling public.
the
As soon as I hud registered,
clerk tianded me your letter of the
Hist, and I was soon in thought with
you and the children, amid homo
scenes, and I enjoyed It thoroughly,
even if It did make me feel a little
lonesome. I will not say homesick,
because (if you agree) we will make
our new home here, and I already
feel that we will never regret It.
During the past month I have, as
you know, visited every portion of
New Mexico, and my letters prove
that 1 am already an enthusiastic admirer t the territory. The decided
Improvement In my health has contributed greatly to the formation of
a favorable opinion; my acquaintance
among the leading men of the different titles has impressed me; and the
of the
number and attractiveness
business1 openings have convinced me
1
have found the favored spot
that
in Our country where wealth, happiness and health promise to follow
promptly the setting up of our Lares
this
and Penates.
After studying
city for a week, I have decided that
ve should settle here, and my object In writing this letter Is to convince you that I am right. Compare this letter and the protographs
which accompany It with my letters
from the other cities of this great
territory, and I am sure you will
wgree with me.
Whether you think
1
am right or not, get ready to
comp, and bring the children; otherwise it may interest you to know-tha- t
divorces are easily Secured here.
A lady informed me that after living here a year she applied for a
divorce on the ground of desertion,
and in about seven weeks she was a
fre woman, and still attractive.
Speaking of women, I wish you
might see the ladles of this city I
am certain it would be a revelation
to you. There are positively better-lookin- g
women
and better-gowne- d
than in any place of Its size I ever
visited. The social life Is all that
could be desired. A woman's club
is ubly officered and has thoughtfully
arranged and intelligently conducted
departments; they are even now
building a fine and commodious club
huuae. The men are delightfully
ronllul, and I was surprised to find
so viuch talent and education among
the professional and business men
"ho are prominent In city affairs.
They lave many social organizations,
chie among which are the Masons,
the Odd Fellows and the Elks. They
have halls and club rooms which are
and attractive.
The feature which Interests me in
both the men and the women is the
enterprise and push which characterise their management of city and
private affairs; no jealousies appear,
but aJl seem to work together for
the good of the community. The territorial fair, which was held lately
In thid city, illustrates this, and also
i heir extreme liberality.
It was the
l!6th annual fair. Thus every year since
the city began Its modern existence,
these exhibitions of the produce of
the country have been held. They
have, I am told, afforded a week's
Pleasure and profit, but at an expense of about seven thousand dollars annually, contributed by the en-- i
uprising citizens.
The city is full of churches, there
biiig no less than sixteen organizations, nearly all of which have church
homes. Many of the church buildings are very creditable structures,
the kest having cost upwards of
20,OIO.
With your love of music,
you will be interested
in knowing
that one of the churches has a $5,- 000
The people .of the
hurih.es are workers, and most of
the organizations have Ladies' Aid
societies, which are exceptl6nally efficient.
Outside the churches,
the
humanities are carefully
protected
by benevolent and humane socities,
n
mi'J by an
league. The
public school system is well adapted
purpose,
to itn
with a central school
and four ward school buildings; with
corps
fuH
of efficient teachers; with
a systematic curriculum from the primary department
through a high
school course; it offers advantages
none.
to
Kond
Grades are fully up to
similar grades in Boston. The University of New Mexico Is located here,
and not only has a preparatory department and a normal course, but
offers a full college education, either
clasmca or scientific. The institution
is thorough and
and the
yr.uls is the same as similar
in the east. The number of
pupils is only about 150, yet the college spirit is admirable, and but the
lightest Investigation
demonstrates
Mat good and efficient work is being
done. College sports are not neglected A weekly paper and an annual ublicatlon, liberally patronized
by the merchants of the city, keep
.div
an active interest,
llusket.
loot and base ball are played with
teams from the city and from terri-t"rl.- J
institutions, and a track meet
is held every yrur.
I know that if
parent
In the east realized
the
advantages which this institution affords, many weak and sickly boys,
mi girls, too, would be sent here to
sro strong and well in the invigorating atmosphere of this sunny clime,
a.i J at the same time keep up in
pipe-orga-

n.

anti-suloo-

m

lnstl-lutlo-

--

their studies with their more

fortu-

nate companions whose bodily health
permits them to attend eastern colleges and universities.
The excellent private schools for
boys and girls, conducted by some
Catholic organizations, a well equipped business college and one or two
private schools supplement the eduby
cational Institutions maintained
public funds. The Methodists carry
on an industrial school for Mexican
girls and a college for Mexican boys;
the Presbyterians have a large school
for Mexican boys; the Congregation-allst- s
a day school for Mexican boys
and girls. In both the hoarding
schools for Mexican boys a theological department equips evangelists for
religious work among their people.
The fnlted States government has an
Indian school here which accommodates over 3 iiO pupils. It Is crowded
this year, und more than $60,000 will
be expended in new buildings.
You will see that, for a young city,
Albuquerque has exceptionally good
educational facilities; and I tmve detailed these to show you the temper
and Inclination of the people. In
fact, our children can do as well here
as in I !os ton, and In some respects
I suy this
better.
after a very
thorough examination of the public
schools and the university. The
teachers are, as a class, above the
average, and the tone of the schools
Is excellent.
I have, since my arrival In this
city, been especially impressed with
the cleanliness of the streets,
the
great rumber and extent of brick
and cement sidewalks, the beautifully kept lawns about the residences,
and the abundance of flowers. The
trees are so numerous and so large
that from the hills on the east of
the city the plain looks like. an extensive forest with gables and roofs
extending up here and there from
the foliage. The private residences
have an appearance of comfort; and,
while there are no very spacious
mansions, there are Innumerable
medium-siz- e
but artistically
constructed homes.
The business portion of the city-iquite metropolitan In appearance.
The wholesale and retail houses carry
extensive and varied stocks. and
strictly
The amount of
business done Is apparently
this Is a distributing point for
a large extent of country. There are
a number of manufacturing establishments. The railroad has Its shops
located here, where about one thousand men are employed. The American Lumber company, employing
men, has a very large saw mill
and a sash and door factory near
this city. They cut over 300.000 feet
of lumber each day, and turn out
over 1200 doors every twenty-fou- r
hours. One of the most surprising
things to me was the sight of this
Immense lumber plant In a country
which in my Journeys seemed utterly
devoid of timber.
It Is said thut the population of
the city is about 15,000. I presume
this is an exaggreation, but there Is
so much life and activity, and so
much accomplished, that I was inclined to place the number of inhabitants even higher than that estimate.
The bunks show a deposit of over
five million dollars, and it shall be
my object during the next few years
to have a considerable
portion of
that wealth transferred to my private account.
The city owes Its wonderful growth,
as I have Intimated, to the vigor and
progressiveness
of its people, and
most active In its medium of expression, the Commercial club, an organization of business men. They
have a club building of brown sandstone three stories high, which Is a
beautiful structure.
In visiting the
club I met the secretary, Mr. P. F.
McCanna, who furnished the literature respecting the city which I sent
you. He told me that he distributed
large quantities throughout the east
In response to inquiries.
The Elks own their home Jiere, a
fine building. Including a tasty opera
house, recently completed at a cost
of $75,000.
I visited the Sisters' hospital here,
owned and maintained by the Sisters
of Charity. It is certainly a delightful place in which to be sick.
I need hardly say that the city has
good water and sewerage systems,
telephone, electric light and gas, and
a well maintained electric street car
line. A large public library building,
the gift of Albuquerque's leading citizens, contains a well assorted library
of about 3,000 volumes. Store buildings and residences under construction in all parts of the city attest
its present growth, and the difficulty
of finding a house for rent shows
that the population is more than
keeping pace with the building operations. The cfty owns two or three
parks;
one called Robinson park,
while not large, Is well kept and
abounds with fine shade trees and
graceful flower beds.
It is well
patronized at all seasons and affords
a pleasant place of rest.
Having lived all our lives In the
old Hay State, and for the past thirty years in historic Trimountaln, It
may seem difficult to become reconciled to life In this remote western
section of our country; but I am confident we will soon love Albuquerque
and Its people; for "where'er one
man may help another, that spot of
the earth is thine and mine."
While 1 have written quite fully of
Albuquerque as It might appeal to you
I have aald little of Its chief charm
to me. Its
climate.
In order to appreciate this rightly
you must experience it. Words ure
Inadequate for its proper description.
Albuquerque Is located nearly a mile
above sea level, in the midst of the
lofty ridges of the Rockies. A mighty
river once cut a deep chasm here
twenty miles or more wide, and deep
as the present Orand Canyon of the
Colorado. In the course of time, deposits of sand and gravel almost
completely filled up this stupendous
gorge, and later the P.lo Grande
s

very-larg-

health-restorin-

g

sought the ga through this valley.
A natural drainage, which will serve
populous communities for ages, was
thus provided. The mountains
on
the east, which rise nearly a mile
above the valley, are plled-u- p
masses
of rock similar to many of the Swiss
ranges, full of ravines with running
water and groves of pines, and forming a background for the play of
light and shade and the strange lavender and mauve colorings following
the setting of the sun. Nature hna
caused these Sand la mountains to lift
"their lofty and luminous summits"
as a perpetual Joy to oil lovers of
the grand and beautiful. But prac- tlcally regurded, they serve as a buff- er to the north and east winds, and
thus greatly amelorate climate con- dittons in the valley. I do not know
that an explanation has yet been'
given for the fact that a smnll area
extending twenty miles north and
south of Albuquerque, and not more
than ten miles wide, has a smaller
annual rainfall than any other portion of what Is known as the arid
west, but probably
It Is owing to
some local convectional action. New
Mexico Is, or rather will be, the "Sun-shin- e
State" Karely, I am told, does
a day pass without some hours of
sunshine. Statistics show that on an
average, three hundred and fifty days
In the year are clear.
There Is a
peculiar property to the sunbeams,
noticeable to the most Indifferent.
The atmosphere, rare on account of
the altitude, and light owing to the
absence of humidity, allows the fullest effect to the radiance of the Bun.
For these reasons this place is peculiarly adapted for the treatment
of many diseases, especially those of
a tubercular character.
This whole
Kocky mountain
region Is destined
to become the world's sanatorium for
consumptives, and Albuquerque, If I
mistake not, will be the most favored spot for the unfortunate victims
of the White Plague. Every year, it
is said, the number of invalids seeking climatic relief from their troubles, who resort to Albuquerque, Increase. I have met a number
of
these, but Albuquerque has so many
stirring, active, healthy men and women that the sick ones are not unpleasantly prominent.
I trust I have not weiyled you with
this long letter, but I specially desire you to feel that in coming to
Albuquerque you will not only help
me to gain complete health, but you
will find here social and civic rela
tions to make you happy and contended, and the right conditions, religiously and educationally, for the
best interests of our growing children.
Let me know as early us possible
when you will be able to start on
your Journey to your new home.
Love to Alice and the boys and
to you In abundance.
Yours affectionately.
JIM.
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THE POLICY OF THIS STORE
Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.
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Will.

A
New Mexican reporter called
upon Hon. Frank W. lieaeh, memh
ber of the house of the
legislative assembly from the Seventeenth district tSrant. Luna, Pona
Ana and Otero counties to ascertain
the provisions of house hill No. 1, regarding the otllces of district attorneys and for other purpose, passed
by the house Friday. Mr. 'teach Introduced the bill and hs thoroughly-cognizan- t
of all of its provisions.
When asked about thu bill h9 talked
freely, stating that It was a measure
which he considered for the general
good of the people at large and that
there was absolutely nothing in It to
He was glad to have its
conceal.
contents made known, believing that
It would meet with general approval
of the taxpayers all over the territory. Ho could give no better explanation of the bill than It contained
within itself and willingly gave a
copy of the measure for publication.
The bill Is as follows:
An Act With Ileference to the Ofllcra
of District Atttirncys, and for

CHAPLIN

thirty-sevent-

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

for honest advertising.

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes

Other lurMses.

All Other Shoes at 10
Per Cent Discount

Enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Now

He It

Mexico:

There shall be a disIn
the law
elected by the legislative council for
the following districts, which shall
be as follows:
,
The counties of San Juan and Rio
Arriba shall constitute the first disOur window display will give you
trict attorney's district.
The counties of Mora and San Miinkling
an
of the shapes that stylish
guel shall constitute the second district attorney's district.
dressers
will
wear, but come in and careThe counties of Quay and Guadafully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
lupe shall constitute the fourth district attorney's district.
confident that if you are a man who
The counties of Santa Fe, Sandoval
and Taos shall constitute the fifth
wants the best money can buy we will
district attorney's district.
The counties of Bernalillo, Valenhave your trade.
cia. McKlnley and Torrance shall
constitute the sixth district attorney's
district.
The counties of Socorro and Sierra
MOST AXYTIIIXJ.
shall constitute the seventh district
Joe Halley is telling the Texuns attorney's district.
The counties of Dona Ana, Lincoln
that he'll defend his personal honor
at all times. Joe Is acting as though and Otero shall constitute the eighth ii
district attorney's district.
he were In the ditch.
The counties of Chaves, Eddy and
"The papers say Bilker's mining Roosevelt shall iconstltute the ninth
company Is dead."
district attorney's district.
The county of Luna shall consti- Khali, upon qualifying as now pre"What caused its death?"
"Exposure, I suppose."
tute the tenth district attorney's dis- scribed by law, assume the duties of
his ofltfo upon the flrtt day of Janutrict.
Senator Knox says there are times
The county of Grant shall consti ary, 1909, and Khali hold wild office
when he has the blues. Evidently tute the eleventh district attorney's for the term of two years from and
the senator hns been reading his district.
after cueh date, or until his 8uccensor
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
own speeches.
Section 2. Each of the district at- shall have been elected and shall
EASY TO REACH.
torneys to be elected under this act, qualify. And a district attorney for
"I wish I could figure out how the shall reside
in the dlBtrtct for which each of said dlHtrictH Hhall in like
railroad question will come out."
RELIEVES PAirj.
he is elected, and he shall have been manner be elected at each ensuing
"What railroad question?
general
two
term
a
resident
of
such
district
for
election
a
for
of
like
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
"Why whether Morgan will disnext preceding his election; he two yearH, commencing on the first
charge Harrlman. or Harrimau will years
day
succes
following
office
January
of
next
shall
hold
his
until
his
CURES
the
RHEUMATISM,
discharge Morgan."
sor has been elected and has quali- date of such election, and shall hold
CURES I DNEY AILMENTS.
hl.s ofllce until hl
fied In the manner hereafter providuccensor shall
Generally tlu Case
The president of the council huve been elected and hhall have
"No, sir. This question cannot be ed.
CURES DIABETES.
shall give to each district attorney- - qualified in the nmn hit prewrlbed by
settled until It is settled right."
law.
by
council,
of
elected
the
certificate
a
"But what is right?"
CURES INDIGESTION.
Section 6. It Bhull not be lawful
"Right is the way we want It set- his election, which shall be his au
thorlty to uct and discharge the du for uny county to employ any dlntrlct
CURES DROPSY.
tled."
attorney other than the one provided
ties of his office.
Section 3. Suld district attorneys for by thlH act, unlexu Kueh dlntrlct
An exile from Russia declares the
government Is secretly printing counwhen so elected, and when they have uttomey Hhall be nick, abRent after
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
terfeit bonds, which are being sold qualified in the manner now provid- being notified, or by reaxon of Inter
all over the world. But what of it? ed by law. shall perform all tho du- est disqualified from representing the
CLASS.
Arn't they as good as any other Rus- ties now, or which may hereafter be, Interest of the county; but In case
required by the district attorneys un- of sickness or absence, such district
sian bonds?
attorney may cleslgnute
any other
der the law.
8es Santa Ft Agent for round
Otherwise Kiijoyithlc.
Section 4. Suld district attorneys person learned in the law, to repreWe enjoyed our nogg all right yes- shall receive the salary, fees and sent him at any meetings
rstes, good for thirty day.
of the
terday, and we kept close watch, to emoluments now, or which may here- board of county commissioners in any
see that no hen laid an egg In it. We after be, fixed by law.
county when his presence may be retied strings around the bottom of
At the next general quired by the board, and the person
Section 6.
our pouts and hung 'em up, not hav- election to be held in the territory designated shull look to such district
ing contracted the sock habit, and of New Mexico there shall be elected attorney for his pay and not to the
when we got up yesterday morning In and for each of the district attor county.
we found the old cat in 'em with. a ney districts hereinabove provided
Section 7.
If any vacancy shull
litter of kittens. Otherwise we had for, a district attorney learned In the occur In the ottlce of district attorney
a very enjoyable Crismus. Harde- law, who shall possess the qualifica- the Judge or Judges of the district
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
man (Tenn.) Free Press.
tions herein provided for, and who courts of the district attorney district
In which such vacancy shall occur
R. . HALL, Proprietor
may appoint some person learned In
Iroa and Brass Citlan; Ore, Coal and bu&
Carv Bkim.M
the law to act us district attorney
Think of tin; crcrm nic'.y for
such district until such vacancy
difficult task of having- - every shall have been filled in the manner
Ropatra on Mining and mill Mmonlnorr
Bpoololtv
hereinbefore provided.
roan dry ast eld
f railroad track.
of
Casciret.,
of
Aikaqaaraa. a. m.
tablet
the
S.
any
attorney
Section
If
district
OF
many millions of tablets scr.t shull be Interested or concerned in
uny cuse adversely to the territory,
out to the world the came as or
to any county in his district, or
every other tablet, equally shall be absent from any trial In one mile distant, (not an acequiu).
Means Excellence of the
which the territory, or any county In and In attempting to cross the ubove
as daiiity, sweet, palatable his
Preparation.
district, Is interested, the Judge of river wan mired in the quicksand.
and equally effective as a the district court may appoint some The doctor being all alone and arriv
other competent person to represent ing at the ubove crossing at a late
medicine.
the territory or county in such case. hour, was compelled to cump in the
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
nnd such other person shull have the river bottom until morning, nnd ut
PER TON
Think c." nearly ONE HUNDRED MILLIONS of boxes of same power as the district attorney f o'clock the next morning u wagon
fe.50
BE8T AMERICAN
BLOCK
therein, and shall be allowed a reas- from the vicinity of Moqulno made
Cascarets sold in the last eleven years, all on the pure merit of onable
PER TON
M.50
fee for his services by the an early appearance, but owing to the
this wonderful preparation, and every tablet of neirty a DILLION court, not exceeding
five dollars per condition of the team from the above
twenty-fiv- e
dollars additional mentioned vicinity, was in no way
TABLETS having; exactly the same Purity, Quality and Medi- daybeandpaid
by such district attorney. fit to offer any asslstanve to Dr.
cinal Merit as the rest of them. It is the PURITY OF PRO- to Section
9.
Thin act Is not Intend- KaufTmun, so the next best thing, or
of move, the doctor made was to send
CESS that made this seeming miracle possible -- purity in the ed to repeal chapter thirty-fou- r
the session laws of 1 9 0 f . an act en- a message by the occupants of the
BIO LOAD OP MILL WOOD
sense of exactness, nicety, care and selection.
titled. "An Act providing for assistant vehicle to a party in Lugunu, asking
POR
J2.2S AND I2.7S
It seems thut no
district uttorneys, approved March 6, for assistance.
When, in 1896, Cascarets were first treated, the purpose of its malcrrs 1905," nor chapter ninety-thre- e
of horses were procurable and consewaj to make the best Bowel Remedy ever designed and compounded. , The said session laws, entitled, "An Act to quently his message was transferred
preparation was to be pure and harmless, made by PURE PROCESSES, amend section 2f82, of the compiled to a neighbor, named John Prodt, son
laws of 1907, the same in regard to of Major Oeo. K. I'rodt, C E.. and a
an J sold under a pure promise that it would accomplish always what vua
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
solicitor general and district attor- pioneer of this western portion of this
iivltnrd, with the alternative of a guaranty or money refunded.
The grateful recommendation of hundreds of thousands of pleased neys, approved March 16, 1905," but great Amrelcan continent. Mr. I'rodt,
trons who found Cascarets to be TRUE and dependable was by far the all other acts or parts of acts in con- upon receipt of the message, inime-diatel- y
F.
went to the doctor's assistance
reflict with thin act are hereby
;reatest element in the promotion of their success.
Now that the PURE FOOD AND DRUG ACT has gone into effect, pealed, and this act shall take effect and after arriving succeeded in pull- Headquarter
for Low Price
and be in force from and uftci the ing the doctor's rig out of the mire.
.ve cannot refrain from welcoming it for the benefit of the people, and at
So. according
to the custom, the
the same time from claiming that we adopted OUR OWN PURE DRUGS date of its passage.
on
Leather,
Paints,
Varnishes,
"Wreath of Honor" belongs to J. din
Act in 1896, and by steadfast adherence to the principles then set to guide
I'rodt of Iiguna, X. M.
us, have convinced the world of the power of purity and truth as exem.
Jap-a-la- c
Brushes
and
The writer has no knowledge of
MORE ABOUT DR. KAUFF-MA- N
phfied by Cascarets. a pure, honest, harmless, reliable article for the presuch a town named liibo, but knows
vention and alleviation of all diseases of the stomach anti bowels.
408 Witt Railroad Avanma
of a postoftlce by that name. The i
AND HIS TROUBLES vicinity In which this postoftlce is lo
What stronger argument than the favor of millions of satisfied friends,
cated is known an the historical town
of whom hundreds of thousands have been relieved of great sufferings, can
COMING EVENTS
of Moqulno. which is referred to by
be offered to him or her who has not tried Cascarets when in trouble? The
the noted historian (ieoiKe liancroft.
slightest attack of irregularity, costiveness, colic, headache, flatulent', ail Special 'orrespondeni e.
Ill conclusion the writer will say
N. M
Jan. L".. - In reply that the doctor, after IicImk emancithe signs of impending CONSTIPATION should be heeded as a warning,
to the article published in your paper pated from his predicament, reached
January
Paul Giluiore, ia Val.
and immediate recourse be taken to that great preventive of disease, Cas
dated the 24th Instant, titled "Ur. Ijigun.i und left fur Ketner ihe same
February 1 King Klcbard,
the,
carets.
Third, by John Grffita.
day in good condition.
The specific purpose of Cascarets is not alone as a tratment for the ;"l"T,"" I" Quick Sand at Uiguna
A UK.IKft OK Till: I'lTI.KX
contradictions to make
February 5 Sis Hopkins.
cure of Constipation, but even more so, to keep the entire food-canclean regardinga few
the above urticle. The be
February 6 Messenger Hoy.
and antiseptic, destroying a!l disease germs before they can form a lodgginning of the ubove mentioned ur- How to Cure llillhluln.
February
Ureston Clarke.
ing and start their iniquitous activity.
"To enjoy freedom from Chil
title Is correct, wherein the doctor
February 11 Julius
Caesar
bf
left Albuquerque overland for the blains." writes John Kemp, Bast Otis- - Charles Hauford.
Those who have never tried Cascarets, as an immediate laxative, a reliZunl mountains on business in con- field. Me , "I apply Hucklen's Arnica
March 14 The Couuiy Chairman
able cathartic, a positive preventive and the best
Have also used it for suit This is luo luL'r performance of
FAMILY nection with the American Lumber Salve.
MEDICINE, should go to their own druggist TODAY and buy a little company. According to the doctor's rheum with excellent results." Guar- the season
10c. box surely not too risky an investment.
They will be convinced anj own story related to the writer of this anteed to cure fever sores, indolent
article. lr. Kuuffinan reached the ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost
added to our millions of friends. Be sure you get the kind you ask (or
Give us ycur (HOUGH ORY work.
L'aicarcU, the only original, genuine, very tablet marked "C C C."
:sj Itlo San Jose crossing north of the bites and skin diseases. 2ac at all Mouday, and get it back Wednesday
pueblo of Laguua,
tilth is about drug stores.
luipeital Laundry Co.
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One of the moot valuable organization In the !oelal
Kimiim; of luluth is the Young Women's Christian as.
If Its efforts are
voriallnn, savs a paper of that city.
fully appreciated there will be no great difficulty In rals
n tho amount acked by It for the new building which
l
to Its continued growth and to meet thu
is so
ivwds of ILs work.
Its financial record also shows that, once established
in a building of Its own, the public need not fear that
it will be an Increased annual drain upon Ita finances,
In 1905 Its total budget was 113,152.67, and of this but
J1,:7.0S came as subscriptions. In 1906 the total ot
fund received was 114,971.44, und of this $2,59 1.12 came
from the general public.
Moreover, $1,600 saved from Its lunch fund has
torn placed In bank to the credit of the building fund
and on January 1 there was n further balance on hand of
So that in the two years but tl.iOO of the
11.461.29.
public's money has actually been used, or but little more
than 6 per rent of the amount expended.
This Is a remarkable showing. In view of the work
mem-Wr- s.
arrnniplished. The association has 91." paid-u- p
During tho past year K"4 have been enrolled In Us
educational classes; the attendance al the physical
'lassos was 4.M4. at religious services 3.416, at the socials 2.000, while 66.423 lunches were served, an Increase
of 11,000 over 1905. Rooms and board were found for
20 girls and employment for 100.
Classes are conducted in cooking, millinery, dressmaking", embroidery, plain sewing, physical culture and
KngllHD for foreigners, as well as in French, (iermail.
mathematics, pefimfMiship and other scholastic branches.
Tue benefits of this help !,BY? blp,; Incalculable, yet it
iaa all been done At !!".!!) merely trilling expense to the
public.
rsM-ntia-

'lite effort
taxing mortgages,
The legislature llien passed a
recording tax law for mortgages. The results obtained
under the mortgage recording tax law, says the New
York Commercial, have thus far been, as was predicted,
wt of all proportion to what was realized from the law
Hiat It superseded Imposing an annual tax on mortgages.
Under the previous law the receipts for mortgage taxes
I'nder the
for the last half of 1905 were $514,459.
present law the receipts for the corresponding period In
1 906 were $2,333,817, an Increase of more than fourfold
over the 1905 figures. As was to be expected, the great
bulk of this tax all but about $400,000 comes directly
from Greater New York, and over half of It from ManThe countiels throughout the state dihattan alone.
of the receipts from this source of taxation,
vide one-ha- lf
ind the state itself keeps the other half. The question
f the tax Itself and of Its Justice and reason Is not at
liresent being ralHed. What has been established by the
experience of 1906 Is Its greater practical efficiency as a
money-raisover the more obnoxious and unfair law
that It superseded.
Sew

York

tried

jroved unsatisfactory.

er

The price one pays for city government

very much upon the city one elects to live

depends

In as

a

resi-

dence. While we pay $31 in New York, in Philadelphia
and also Chicago it costs only $13 a head to be governed,
and provided with police, fire, sanitary and other protections common to large cities. In Buffalo the figure Is
$12; In Washington, Bridgeport, Schenectady, and cities
of that sort, $11 per capita pays the tax; in Houston,
Trims, the charge Is under $10; In lively I.os Angeles,
$7.6; Scran ton and Seattle each collect $6.50, and Nash-TillTenn., is at the bottom of the list of progressive
ritles with a taxation of about $6 per capita, less than
one-fift- h
of New York's rate.
The average city tar
throughout the country'ls probably between $10 and $11
per capita, or almost exactly the amount by which New
York has raised its per capita figure In only nine years.

The Hon. Simon
Senator of the United States for Colorado. Htfore accepting the office Mr. Guggenheim resigned nil his busl-nc- s
connections and xald: "If I go to the senate It
will not be to represent the smelling company or any
other company or any Interest. I will go as Simon
Guggenheim, plain Citizen, to represent the people of
Colorado. An honorable ambition Is permitted to every
man, even to the wealthiest, and It's my ambition to
i
serve my country."
The public will be disposed to take the senator
as sincere and meaning what he says. A man who
had to give up the office of lieutenant governor because too young to hold the office ; who later withdrew
from the ticket when nominated for governor In order
to reunite his party and whose first public office, that
of senator of the United States, comes to him without a contest and at the age of 39, Is certainly not an
ordinary Individual.
his statement the public may
Yet In reading
pertinently ask, "can he do It?" He Is next to the
sons of a money-makin- g
youngest of seven money-makin- g
father ami Is but a generation removed from
poverty. The honesty of the dealings of tho fJmlly
with others has never been questioned and they havs
Jealously guarded tho business honor of their name.
Recently it cost them $1,600,000 to protect from loss
those who had invested In a venture on the
It was cheerfully
strength of their recommendation.
paid. They are generous to their employes, charitable
and public spirited and Simon especially has these
admirable qualities as well as that good fellowship
that has made him popular with all classes.
But their wealth is largely based on a trust which
is one of the most complete known to the world of
It Is Uiq property solely of the family. They
finance.
absolutely control the smelting business of the country.
r, bi" and
Y
They gained this In the usual War
methods t,hat forced their competitors from the field.
All wf UttJ youthful senator's associates for ull ot
his life have been of the wealthy class, rind one of
the brothers Is Interested with Ryan in the Congo
rubber concession. Can any man so divorce himself
from the influences of a life time; so change the current of his Ideas; so free himself from the atmosphere
that has toned his blood; so change his point of view
and broaden his vision as to legislate In the interests
of the mass of the people? Can he bring himself to
legislate against his own and his family's financial In
terests and make Impossible any such monopoly as tho
Ouggenhelm smelting concern?
Mr. Guggenheim says that no matter how greo.
a man's wealth, "he Is not entitled to respect unless
he lives an active, upright, useful life." But he will
need to go further than that to fulfill the obligations
which entitle a senator of the United States to re
spect, for the one essential In a republic Is u leveling
of all barriers, such as the Guggenheim trust, to equal
opportunity.
It Is not enough to regard the poor man us an
object worthy of charity, and with a kindly and bene
ficent Interest; he must have the purpose of so shap
ing legislation that there will be no worthy poor needing charity and so that the poorest may have at least
that share In the product of his own Industry which
will enable him to live decently and rear n family
capable of appreciating the dignity and responsibility
of American citizenship.
Duluth
News-Tribun-
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That the Roosters' club Is a good thing, goes without
It Is something The Citizen hus been urging al-

Haying-

-

Albuquerque has the
most incessantly for months.
uaturaj resources, the advantages of location, the possibilities of growth, which but few of our own people adequately realise. Hut no town ever grew of its own accord. Its advantages must be made known, its possibilities must be kept before its own people and those of
other sections. What it is and w hat it can become must
Te thoroughly exploited. The Citizen cannot altogether
say that it admires the name selected, but it certainly
does admire and approves the purpose for which It has
been formed. Albuquerque was very active some years
Uut for the last few
ifo In her efforts at publicity.
years this activity has suffered quite an eclipse. The
Roosters' club, It Is hoped, may restore and even exceed
the efforts of other years.
New Mexican: The New Mexican has noticed thut
to the proceedings of the legislative assembly the term
"his excellency" for the governor of New Mexico is used
once in a w hile. This should not be done. There is no
excellency" in this country- The president of the
tfniled States is not "his excellency." The otlicial designation of the president Is "Mr. President," no more and
no Iras. The way to address the president properly s
"Mr. President."
There is no governor of any state or
territory In the Union entitled to the appellation "his ex.
Ueiicy."
The practice should be discontinued.

There Is no doubt that one of the most Important
of legislation anticipated at Santa Fe, during the
present session. Is a complete revision of the laws of the
territory, looking to the elimination of legal red tape and
legal dead-fullso that it may he certain that the courts
la panning upon any case, shall be able to apply the tests
of justice and equity wholly apart from the errors that
are purely technical. All over the country, us well as
la New Mexico, wily lawyers are able to delay justice
and often prevent its enforcement by masterful manipulations of the merest technicalities, or wise us,, of interminable reil tape.
hi-I-

e.

An Investigation of the underflow of the South Platte
valley was begun In July, 1905, by Messrs. C. S. Sllchter
and H. C. Wolff, of the United States Geological survey.
The report of their work Is now published by the survey
as Water Supply and Irrigation Paper No. J til.
The investigation covered that part of the valley
which extends from Sterling, Colo., to North Platte, Neb.
The purpose of the survey was to determine what resources, if any, existed In tin underflow waters of the
valley and whether It was practicable to make use of
such waters. If they were found to exist in suitable quantities, for purposes of Irrigation. Inasmuch as irrigation
must of necessity be confined to the bottom lands of the
valley, it Is especially Important to know to what extent
these lands can be Irrigated by means of water drawn
This point was kept
from the underflow of the river.
well in mind during the investigations.
The results of the survey's work Indicate that then."
Is un ample supply of ground water for a large number
of small pumping plunts located In almost any part of
the bottom lauds. It is possible to count on an average
gravels-Thdepth of forty to sixty feet of good water-bearin- g
most economical well to construct for the purpose
of producing ground water in the large quantities needed
for irrigation purposes Is one from twelve to fifteen
inches in diameter and extending into the water-bearin- g
gravels a distance of thirty to sixty feet, depending on
the thickness of the gravels at the place where tho well
is drilled. Wells constructed as described In this report
h
gallon of
can bo relied on to furnish at leust
water per minute for each square foot of strulner surface In the well when the water in the well is lowered
one foot by pumping.
Probably the. most satisfactory pump for use in Irrigation is the centrifugal pump. It should be renieiu-bered- ,
however, that there are a great many kinds of
small centrifugal pumps on the market which are designed for a great variety of purposes.
Points important to those who are about to Install pumping plants
are brought out In the report, together with Interesting
data concerning the cost of pumping.
This report, which covers only forty pages, contains
numerous illustrative diagrams, maps, proliles and tables
of statistics and analyses of waters. It Is published for
gratuitous distribution.
one-fourt-
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I'ostolliees were first
Htil.
Printed musical notes were lirst used in 14711.
The lirst watches were made at Nuremberg In 14 7 7.
What is the mailer with the ureal reform candidates
The tirst printing press was scl up al Copenhagen in
flrscted In this county last fall? Before election their
organ demanded day and night. "Down with official I4!:j.
Wood engraving was predicted by Durer In 1&J7.
The candidates themselves, ran to and fro
salaries!"
.lergeiis started the lirst spinning wheel In ir,3u.
through the streets, and one could scarcely meet them
Modern needles lirst came into use in 154T,.
but he was seized by the button-hol- e
und had it dinned
The first knives were used in Kugland in jfiH.
But, then,
luto his ears, "Down with official salaries!"
Religious liberty was granted to the llugeiiots hi
that waa before the election. Now that the oilier fel- France
in l.",t)J, ami was followed by Ilie ma.ssaere of St.
lows are out and they are In. there Is no further need
in r,72.
Bartholomew
or demand for reduced salaries. Such has always been
The lirst wheeled carnages were ued in France In
the rase with reformers for revenue oniv.
1

1

.Mi.

l

The lirst neAspaper

was published in

England
The daily democrat oigan of this eity lias now l r,
turned its attacks on the 1'. S attorney for New Mexico.
Telescopes Were invented ill l.V.III.
If the organ does not look a little out. It may lind its
The lust printing press in ihe I'uil.d St. lies was set
occupation gone. It has attacked ami abused almo.t
thing and every man republican, until notv there up in ltil'ti.
Tile liist air pump "as made in lii.'iii.
are but a few more marks for its enom. But there began In
Newspaper adverli-in- g
.":!
one good tiling about It. tin- - ultai ks of the Journal do
lirst copper cent Was coined in .New ll.ivcii in
The
Ian, it if tbe
no one any harm, am) those attacked
1G7.
Journal can.
Tin- til si sle.iui
used in America was brought
ft "in Kugland in 73.
.
,
nu mber.-- oi th
There are ninety senators ami
The lirsi balloon ascent was made in 17s:',.
The increase in the
Iiouse in the federal legislature
The lirst Society for Ihe Promotion of Christian
tutlury or the members from S'i.immi to . .', on. with the inS
Knowledge was organised in
members
the
cabinet,
of
the
crease for each of the nine
The
attempt
to
mitirst
manufacture
pins in ihis
Vice president anil the speak r of the houst from $s.hhi
was made shortly alb r the war of IkIJ.
ll
ill iciuir an
1o 112.000 a year, to
.Much I
The hist player book of Edward VI came into use
expenditure of
wiu n Oklahoma by
i"",
ihe auihority of parliament on Whitsunday,
Into tbe I'liion Ihi- - v. ill I,, wi lled to one million
Glass windows w.i.- lirst introduced into England Pi
and a quarter.
ibe eighth century.
The lust H, Mini, oat sailed on tile Hlld-i'iriven in
I.
!;, n , I.. t..l '
Daily Optic:
1'iobalily tin
Ml7.
Mutehood is now ineetin al Santa
ami it inu-- t make
Tin lirst
mak. i s anvil was brought t.i Ann lira
t record for itself for more leas-ithan one.
In 1
The lirsi hicnluniie in this country was used in
The mouth of the Amnion is twenty utiles wide, il K.'ll.
liolds the record for South America, but North America
Kerosene was tir-- t used for lighting purposes i'i
bus the mouth of Foiaker.
In
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Guggenheim Is now the Junior

W. T. McCKKlGHT,

iom)AV,

I

CHURCH, CLUB AND

KEEP THE PROMISE MADE?

By The Citizen Publishing Company
IV. & HTKICKIJCIl,

CITIZEN.
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TUE ALBUQUERQUE

EVEJCINQ

H. STRONG
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FURNITURE

series of evnngeltlstlo meetings
at the RaptlBt mission,
corner of Seventh streel and Mountain road, beginning Tuesday evenA

will be held

January

ing,

29, 1907,

at

7:45.

Hlckey of the Klks' lodge,
as chairman of the entertainment
committee, has Issued announcements
of a ladles' smoker to be held at the
lodge rooms on the evening of Wednesday, January 30th, at which there
will be an Interesting program
succeeded by dancing.
M.

K.

R.

MrS.

A

ir.,Vn i, ,l.,lluh

t

f ill

entertainment at her new home on
the corner of Seventh street and Coal

avenue last Friday afternoon In celebration of the birthday of her mother, Mrs. N. K. Stevens.
The affair
was participated In bv the relatives
and a few close friends.

I

0

Society is looking forward to a
lively
season and several
iinportnnt social events are
It is understood that
cards will be Issued this week for a
reception by Mrs. L. B. Putney and
her daughter-in-laMrs. Robert E.
Putney, and that others will follow
In rapid succession till the advent of
Lent.
mid-wint-

er

alalia J

!l
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A number of guests enjoyed
the
hospitality of Mis. Margaret Meiler
and Miss Mary Suauldlng at the sec
ond of aserles of bridge parties on Sat
urday afternoon. A rubber plant wag
h? prise contended for by the guests
r.n.1 the sucC'sxful player W
Mrs,;
A. A. Keen.
The following were
present: Mrs. A. A. Keen, Mrs. J. A.
Wisher, Mrs. J. F. Pearce, Mrs. Felix
Mrs,
H. Lester, Mrs. George Frost,
Harry F. Lee, Mrs. Frank Moore,
Mrs. Al. Frost, Mrs. Otto Dleckman,
Mrs. W. R. Dame. Mrs. Will Edgar,
Mrs. E. H. Edgar, Mrs. Boy McDonald, Mrs. Louis Huning. Mrs. J. E.
Saint, Mrs. P. G. Cornish, Mrs. J. T.
McLaughlin, Mrs. M. O. Chadbourne.
Mrs. H. N. Jaffa, Mrs. ". H. Connor
.
and Miss Brent.
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in Albuquerque
See Ours

nt

follows:

Regent Mrs. R. H. Lester.
Vice Regent Mrs. B. S. Rodey.
Recording Secretary IVirs. W. R.
Cannon.
Corresponding secretary Mrs. John
WeinEirl.

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.

B. Mayo.
H. B. Ray.
H. B. Winston.

J.

Historian
Chaplain
Bedlani.
Arrangements were completed for
the Washington's birthday reception
referred to in previous Issues of The
Evening Citizen, and which Is to surpass anything of Its kind heretofore
attempted In Albuquerque.
It was
also decided to hold special services
on Sunday,
In one of the churches
Feby. 17th, at which the chapter will
At the close
be present In a body.
of business, refreshments were served.
LOCAL
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Consolidated Liquor Company

6 Boy's fine overcoats.
$25 Men's overcoats
$20 Men's suits, good as

made
business suits for
Elegant Ladies fur for
$14

E. M AH
316 W

.

on to

MEL.INI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

& GIOMI.

WMOLKBALK DKALKRB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wa

... $

2.75
$14.50

kaap avarythlng la stack to outfit tba
matt fastidious bar eamplata

Have been appointed exclusive sgents In the 8outhwest for Joe. .
8ehlltz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrsyere Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brsnds of whiskies toe numerous te mention.
,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell tbe straight article as received by us from tbe best vlneries,
Distilleries and Breweries In tbe United Stat e. Call and Inspect ovr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prlee
Issued to dealers only.

$12.50
8.75
4.75

...$

....$

ARAM

tlt.

Railroad Ava.

A. D. Johnson

Humphrey
-

OVALS

f

HEAT with the
Whole of it.
COOK with

Half of

it

Simple,
GENERAL

Cheap,

CONTRACTOR

Economical.

NEAR GOLD AND fKVCNTH
'AUTO. RHONE NO, 3O0

TtiB

Albuquerque

Gas, Electric Light

EAT MORE

2nd Power Co.
Corner
Gold

Fourth and
Avenue

Phono Red 98

r

pp'i

Coscedrd today to be the best Is the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos

liil

the must nutritious
of foods
good, wholesome bread -- and less of
the
and note your gain
in health. I lilt, i in money saving, be- euuse bread is cheaper than tneats
and
Just as gratifying
to the appetite. To get the best bread
mil other flour produets. nlwavs order -- in
i:it t i:i:M."

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

MUHIC
WH1TSON
(Established

f

1882.)

F. PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh

PIONEER BAKERY,
riRBT BTRKIT.
MORTUARY

,

.1.
WilMin.
Wilson, a horse dealer of Kale
s.is t'ity, K;iH., died ot t ubereulosis at
;i rooming house on
South Second
street, List night. The body will be
shipped to Kansas t "il v. Kas., for burial tomorrow.
Mr. Wilson was un.

A.

M AI'IKIt J V 2HTII (II Ii married,
lie lame to Albuiiieriue
lilONl; MM 111 It Will, iti: NO. H. for the benefit of ills health. He has
w.
i:, tioj-tio- i
stu in rntvr a brother in Kansas t'lty, who is a
well known
there.
Micinr.
de-ile-

tJO.

Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In music
from a talking machine to s Grand Piano Sold on our new easy payment plan,
110 South 6econd street
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

MOUTH

J

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

(Eighty-fiv- e

Meats,

I

h

Success

Ll

Stylish.
RrlcmiCut tor $tmtef Thia Month

PARAGRAPHS

Ctau. Mellnl, Secretary
0. Btchecbi, Treuirer.

3. D. Eakln, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

NOTHING
TO CLEAR OFF
AH Goods Are New And

Manager George Arnot of the Gross
Kelly Co., has returned from Denver,
where he was In attendance at the Interstate commerce Inquiry.
Manager l'ellow of the Alvarado
stated this morning that there is no
likelihood of Buck Childs being transferred from the Casteneda at Las Vegas to the Alvarado. "Our culinary
department over here Is well looked
after by our present force of chefs,"
said Mr. l'ellow, "and there Is no
opening at this time for either chefs
or assistants."
The friends of J. A. Forehane. formerly manager of the Postal Telegraph company here, and who left
Albuquerque for the purpose of assuming the position of manager at
Seattle, Wash., will rejoice with him
over his recent promotion to the general superlntendency of the concern
with which he has been for so long
connected.
L. H. Shoemaker, the furniture repairer, fell from a ladder at his home
on West Silver avenue late Saturday
afternoon, and broke one rib and Injured two more by striking his left
side upon a box. Although the
is rather severe, Mr. Shoemaker
hopes to be back at his business within a week or ten days.
A. J. Little, formerly agent for the
Slate Life Insurance company of Indiana at this point, has been npHiiut-e- d
general agent for the same company for the state of Michigan with
general offices in the Majestic building at Battle Creek. Mr. Little's promotion is a Just recognition of his
successful efforts In the company's
behalf for several year's past.
Contractor A. W. Ilayden had a
force of men begin the construction
of the new hotel nt Helen today. The
building will be located about a quarter of a mile south of the Helen depot
and inn yards from the railroad
track, on I'.ei ker avenue, a newly laid
out street, which runs east ami west
across the touusite of Helen, coming out at the west end, directly west
Mr.
of the John Becker company.
llaydtfu says that he hopes to have
the building ready for teuainent within ninety day s.
Louis A. McRae, the Magdaleiia
sheep man, who urrived here Saturday from Denver and Salt Lake City.
where for the past two weeks he was
attending
conventions,
stockmen's
brings assurances that Albuquerque
will get the convention of the National Wool ; rowers' association In
l'.niy.
Mr. McRae. who was a delegate from New Mexico to the Naconvention
tional Wool
Growers'
in Salt
which recenily adjourned
Lake City, declares that Ihe Duke
support
City has assurances of
from
all lie west, rn didegates. Although
light,
they lucked preparation for the
the New Mexico delegates made such
a strong bid to secure the convention
in the m l year that Helena, Mont
got it by a my narrow margin. The
o delegates.
New
Mr. McRae.
Harry
Lee. J II. Bearrup. A. D
Garrett ami r.U.i While of Roswell
had the active support of the Arizona
delegates
Mrs. McRae accompanied her husband on the trip.

itS

to J Manager

hitr

O

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer

st

For the
st Line of

The Lew Wallace Chapter, Daugh
ters of the American Revolution, were
entertained on Saturday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. H. B. Ray. The
affair was In realty, the regular meeting of the society and In addition to n
pleasant social occasion, much
business was transacted. Reports from the various departments
were read and officers electers as

Registrar
Treasurer

hismw

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street.
Both phones.

O

O

O

O

o
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-o--
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The Sf, Elmo

JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

i 2 0 West Railroad Avenue
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Finest Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

I

SAMPLE AMD

'

CLUB ROOMS

3
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ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING

BOOSTERS' CLUB

HAS BUT

HUB

Each Subscriber Has One Thousand
System
Telephone Neighbors-Ne- w
Cost SI 30,000.
"No. 23. please."
ThlB was the tlrnt

number asked
for after the new telephone service
yesterday
rommlmlon
went Into
the death
morning;, and sounnod
knell. of the two old systems. It
wan "sklddoo" for them.
"We can't K't 23. I don't think
there In any one sttrrlnK around
there yet," came the Ren tie voice of
No.
the "hello Blrl" over the wire.
23 Is the Commercial club, and some
one on No. 13 wanted the club. It's
no wonder, though, that a combination like 23 and 13 couldn't fret conNo. 13 Is the Morning
nections.
Journal.
number
The Kvenlnx Citizen's
Is 15.

to the
Philip Hamlin, assistant
president, was down from Denver to
witness the opening of the new telephone system, and Sir. Hamlin says
that the wires worked as well as
Some conneccould be expected.
tions failed, but the majority were
made promptly and with transmisMr. Hamlin explained
sion distinct.
that the trouble occurred exclusively
where old lines had been cut over tV
the new switchboard for temporary
jise, or until new lines can be put In
Jo replace them. When all the old
wires are replaced with new ones,
Albuquerque will have as nne a telephone system as can be found anywhere In the country.
"This has been a pet proposition
Mr. Hamlin,
with me." continued
"and I Teel responsible for Its success.
The whole thing has cost the
The
company upwards of 3130.000.
It is
switchboard Itself cost $30,000.
the latest that could be had. It Is
strictly
Then the telephone man explained
the Ingenuity of a sparkling piece of
furniture that occupied about one-haof the operating room qn the top
floor of the new telephone building.
It wa full of little holes. Into which
live young ladies were continually
placing and taking out brays stoppers attached to red, white and blue
cords. These cords slipped back and
forth through the polished board in
front of the operators. On this board
were rows of little white lights that
blaze up like a lightning bug every
time a call comes In. Heslde these
little incandescent lamps are the
numbers. Kach operator is In position to reach every 'phone on the
board.' The lights tell them ' when
some one Is calling, when the 'phones
are busy, which ones are busy and
when the persons talking get through
even which person hangs up the receiver first.
Then Mr. Hamlin showed the reporter the apparatus room. This department is on the first floor and oc
lf

BANQUET

OF KNIGHTS
ON FRIDAY

DEATH

CLAIMS
MRS.

FLOYD

MOORE

Death administered a severe blow
Saturday at midnight, when it entered suddenly at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Hayden. 115 North Walter street, and took from them a
daughter and from Floyd Moore a
loving wife.

The funeral took place from the
First Presbyterian church at 2 o'clock
this afternoon; interment taking place
at Fairview cemetery.
The attendance was so large that the spacious
auditorium of the new church was
crowded down stairs and balcony.
Kev. Cooper of the
Presbyterian
church, of which the deceased was a
regular member, and Hev. Rollins of
the First Methodist Episcopal church,
officiated. Iloth ministers paid the
Hev
deceased
beautiful tributes.
Cooper said that her character was as
pure and beatiful as the (lowers,
which cover the casket.' A magnificent wreath of white carnations and
evergreen adorned the snow white
coffin and many Iloral offerings were
banked In front of the bier and
around the rostrum of the church.
The music was rendered by a quartette and Mrs. Collins sang a beautiful
solo.
Mrs. Moore grew up In Albuquerque
as Miss Laura Hayden, and was one

pall-beare-

Albu-querqu- o

at

their

This Exquisite Brass Bed

DisAd-

WITNESSES DO NOT APPEAK
Wife Bealer Goes

Free-.Mond-

Mviit

K

Chapter From

er

For receiving a stolen btcjvle. the
property of Thomas Colleston. of 7 IS
North Klghth street, Charles Fogle. a
lad who has been employed at a local hotel as a bell boy, was this morning sentenced to serve sixty days In
the Bernalillo county Jail by judge
Fogle received the senCrawford.
tence nonchalantly.
The youth was taken up by Patrolman Knapp Saturday. When "sweated'' by Chief of Police Mc.MIUin this
morning the boy nt first said he was
16 years old, nnd then declared he
was only 15. He also admitted that
he served a term In tho Colornd.i
state reformatory at Golden, having
been sent there from Walscnburg.
a Colorado coal mining town.
He is
rather undersiiod for his ag" and has
defective hearing.
The bicycle WAS found In the posAI'TOM TIC
session of Fogle.
It has been reTIIKATKH.
painted. He denied that he stole the
wheel, but said he secured it from
Program for Tonight:
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
the thief, whom he gave $3 for It.
Strange Mount.
He also admitted that ho purchased
2.
Dolly's Papa.
a can of paint and repainted the
3.
Cornovllle Night.
frame.
The following quotations were re4.
I'ngrateful Beggar.
Fogle pleaded not guilty to the
ceived by F. Graf & CoM brokers, charge
Only Hi cents. Change of program
stealing
wheel.
of
Judge
the
over their own private wires from
tomorrow night. 39 West Railroad
Crawford told him It was as bad to avenue.
New York, room 37, Barnett Buildbuy
wheel,
knowing
It
to
the
have
ing:
been stolen, as It was to commit the
TOO ! ATE TO CXASSIFY.
actual theft.
Xcw York Stocks.
Fogle
Is
a
appearing
nice
rather
May cotton
A, bell boy at the Alvar-ad- o
$9.6H youth nnd
his former employers VANTKI
American Sugar
hotel.
130
well
speak
of
him.
Amalgamated Copper ,
HI'S
14 5 4
American Smelters . . . . .
ics.
Polltv Court
American Car Foundry
42
Kllas Salazar, a native employed tit
Atchison, com
.....101
a local livery stable, pleaded not
.
Anaconda
271
guilty to a charge of Intoxication and
Baltimore and Ohio
116
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
74 i was remanded to tho city Jail to await
the appearance of the arresting offCanadian Pacific
18014
He was arrested last night.
Colorado Fuel .
49V4 icer.
Dick Abel was unable to steer n
Chicago Great Western
16 Vi
I.
course while navigating
Ki le com
37 Vk straight
an
under
liquid
disexcessive
load
of
Louisville and ashville
135V
turbance last night, so a patrolman
America's Leading
Missouri PaclHc
86
Mexican Central
22 Vi piloted him. to the city Jail. A friend
Tragedian,
appeared
morning
this
liquidated
and
National Lead
69 Vi
New York Central
126 Vi Abel's fine and he went his way
Norfolk
84 Vi
Northern Pacific
152
G on talcs is Discharged.
Chicago N. W. . i
185
Ontario and Western
44 Ti
Peculiar
circumstances
surround
D
Pennsylvania
132V4 the discharge from custody Saturday
and a superior comReading
123Vi
evening of Jose Gonzales, a resident
Hock Island com
26
of the Chihuahua settlement,
who
pany in a majestic
92 Vi was arrested on three separate and
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
145
revival of Shakdistinct complaints sworn to by hW
27 V4 wife, charging him with assault on
Southern Railway
espeare's immortal
Cplon Pacific
171
wife and divers and sundry other
V. S. S. com
44
things. Mrs. Gonzales consulted a
tragedy
105
I. S. S. pfd
lawyer, whom she retained to proseGreene Con
30
cute the charges against her husband.
Old Dominion,
53
The case was set for trial several
7
Copper Range
times, but later continued owing to
1 80
Calumet and Arizona
th absence of material witnesses.
111
North Butte
After his arrest Gonzales was In35 Vi carcerated In the county Jail pending
Butte Coal
5 Vi
Santa Fe Copper
trial. Subpoenacs were Issued from
1 '4
Nlplssing
the sheriff's office for the wttnesse to cv 1'lro Proof Scenic Liiipnicnt
appear Saturday afternoon at 4
Novel Llootiioal Kffooi'i, Klcli
Kansas city Live Stock.
o'clock, und they wrote that they
and Correct Costuming.
reKansas City, Jan. 28. Cattle
were coming In on the 7th of FebruTableaux and Kvcry
ceipts 9,0ini, Including 300 southerns. ary anyhow and would give their tes- j startling Battle
Advantage.
Market steady. Native steers $4.00 j) timony then.
7 So, $1.00 nnd $1.50
Pii.vs
6.60;
southern steers $3.50 'rj) 5.25;
Behind the circumstances lies th-- j
southern cows $2.253.75:
native story of a wife who has been repeatSale of seats begins Wednesday,
cows and heifers $2.25 '((' 5.00 ; stock-er- s edly assaulted by
her husband, to at Matson's book store.
ami feeders $3.75 W 5.75 ; bulls
$2.75 it 4.25 ; calves $3.251)7.50; western fed steers $3.7" c 5.75 ; western
I

An offering: far above what
you have ever known at the
price. Stylish and highly artistic design, having two-Inc- h
tubing In the highly polished
or satin finish; thoroughly well
0
made with cross supports and
heavy spindles.
1
Come prepared for a big surprise, as you will pronounce
this the most decided bargain
fty you have ever seen.
In placing our order before
the late ndvance, we are able
to offer this bed In either finish, full siie or three-quartsle at
TWENTY-I1VDOLLARS world THIRTY-FIVDOLLARS.

i

of sale.

Territory
t New- - Mexico. Count v of
Bernalillo, in the District Court.
George L. Brooks, plaintiff, vs. A. J.
Hamilton, defendant. No. 7139.
Notice Is hereby given by the undersigned sheriff of Bernalillo county, that I will on Tuesday, the 26th
day of February, A. D. 1907, at the
hour of 10 o'clock In the forenoon of
said day. at the front dor of the
court house, of the county of Bernalillo, offer for sale nnd sell to the
highest and best bidder for cash, the
following described property, belonging to the said defendant A. J. Hum- llton.
One dresser, one wash
stand, one cot and one Ice box; the
sai.I property having been levied upon
mr, uuoer aiio oy virtue or an execution issued in the above entitled
cause, upon a Judgment
rendered
tliei-flt- on tl,a
f
.... Ofitl,
nt .i.iiiuuiy,
.,,,(. ,lnu ,,i
A. D. 1907. against the said A.
J.
Hamilton, for the sum of $334.95,
which with interest to the date of the
sale, will amount to $340 and costs.
PKHFKCTO ARM MO.
Sheriff of
County, X. M.

ay's

A meeting of the
Boosters' club
was held this afternoon for the purpose of discussing a permanent
organization and bringing about a unisystem
versal
of advertising
Albuquerque. The meeting took place at
the Commercial club and was presided over by Mayor McKee.
The
subject of holding a mass meeting on
Thursday evening was discussed and
various plans to bring about a
campaign of publicity were
submitted. The club expects to work
In harmony with the Commercial club
in all matters pertaining to the welfare and advancement of this city's
interests and among other things to
establish among the merchants and
wholesalers the habit of placing
upon their stationery the principal
facts pertaining to and advantages of
our city from a climatic, business and
social point of view. The clutt had
Its Inception at the banquet of the,
St. Andrew society held last week.

A Value of Values

A Carmln. III., man who climbed
aboard the water wagon on New
Year day said he hoped he'd lose his
voice If he fell off.
He took one
drink the other day and Immediately
lost his voice. This Is the first case
on record of one drink making a
man speechless.

Colorado Boy Admits He
Bought Stolen Bicycle and
Kc pa In ted It.

E

Other Brass Beds in all Prices, Varieties
and

Designs.

ALBERT FA BUR'S
.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

REPORT OFJTHE CONDITION

iiii:oii.ri

OK

1

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7, 1 907

..........

.......

RESOURCES

Ili-cv-

Elks' Opera House

I.oana and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash
Due from other Banks

ONE NIGHT ONLY
Friday, Feb.

$1,005,430.28
5,036.95
13.421.97
117,449. 28
367.C05.23

Jl, 508,

963. 79

LIABILITIES

JOHN
GRIFFITH

Capital raid Up
.Surplus and Profits
Deposits

150,000.00
59,044.11
1.299,919.68

$
.

11,508.963.79

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:
I. W. S. Strlckler. Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER.
V. P. & Cash.
SubscrPfcd and sworn to before me this 8th day of

King Richard
the Third

January.

A. D. 1907.

1

of the city's most popular young ladies. Her marriage to Floyd Moore,
a young contractor of this city, took
place scarcely over a year ago. The
VARSITY PLAYS VE6AS
father Is the well known contractor
The mother, two sisters and two
brothers ure the other members of
Y. M. C. A. TEAM TONIGHT the family, which hitherto had known
not the sorrow of death. Mrs. Moore
was but 21 years of age. A large
TEAM
IlKilit.VS number of sorrowing friends followed
ltskET HAI.l.
The
the remains to the cemetery.
iiomk ixi i,
unit
were Messrs. A. H. Stroup
i Ks.
las
Hoy Henedict. J. W. Anderson, W. J.
The University of New Mexico Morning. C. A. Cllniau and Frank
boys' basket ball team went to Las How yer.
Vegas this morning, where they will
play the V. M. C. A. basket ball team
in the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium this
evening. The (nun will return here
Wednesday and leave for Las Cruces,
BE COMPLETE THIS WEEK
where the team will meet the boys
learn of the Agricultural college for
basket ball supremacy.
The team, which will play the Y. two new musicians kor hand
M. C. A. aggregation In Las Vegas totwo more co.minc; i.mi i:
night. Is composed of the following
players:
With the arrival here of Max
J. Ralph Toucher, captain; Albeit Fisher and a Mr. Lung, from Toledo,
Clancy, tllb lironson. Will Me.Millin Ohio,
of the
the Instrumentation
Heald.
Substitutes
and Kenneth
band
Lumber company
Lempke and Light. Manager Hryan American
complete.
will
Mr. Fisher Is a
and Referee Merger accompanied the bass be
player, while Mr. Lang's Instru(earn.
ment is the clarinet, probably K Hat.
These gentlemen are expected to arTho t.rln.
this week.
"liefnre we can sympathize with riveleorge
Kvans, of Kniporla. Kan.,
others, we must have suffered ourselves. No one can realize the suf- llutu and plcollo player, and H. K.
fering attendant upon an attack of Stevens, trombone, ure tho two late.-- l
They will rehearse for the
the grip, unless he has had the actual arrivals.
time with the band toniuht
experience. There is probably no dis- llrst
ure professional musicians.
ease that causes so much physical and lioth
Fisher and I.ang will come to
mental agony, or which so successth best of recommenfully defies medical aid. All dancer dations with they
and
aro expected to
from the grip, however, may be avoidhandle at sight tins high class inj-i- ''
ed by the prompt use of ChamberAmong the the lieu band is playing.
lain's Cough Remedy.
tens of thousands who have used this
tiikv m:i:u make i aii.i kfs
remedy, not one case has ever been
TIIK
rtll.lMIHS
iioii:i.;
m r:us
reported that has resulted In pneuu.wavs
monia or that hus not recovered. For ;ooi.
sale by all druggir
Our HOM.lt IHIV work don's have
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE to be washed over. Imperial Laun-diELEPHANT.
Co.

i:vi: a;i
nti

JAIL

sou rce.

vertising Are Submitted.

ss

EVENING!

The local branch of the Knights of
Columbus will celebrate their fifth
anniversary, on Friday evening of this
week in the lodge rooms of the council in the Elks' building.
Klnborate
preparations have been made for the
event,, which will be an advance on
anything of the kind heretofore attempted by the lodge. A literary and
muslukl program of speclul attraction
will be furnished for the Knights,
their wives and sweethearts, and will
render the occasion a memorable one
In the lives of those fortunate enough
to secure invitations.
The history of the Knights in Albuquerque, Is one' of continual growth
and the present year will be characterized by a development surpassing
that of any previous year. This will
also hold true of the organization
everywhere throughout the two territories, notably so in Arizona, where
the latest addition in the form of a
lodge at Phoenix, Arizona, has just
been reported. The lodge at that
point held Its lirst banquet last week
at the Hotel Adams and Includes
among Its membership some of Arizona's most prominent men. It is
presided
over by Eugene Krady
O'Nlell, brother of the famous Hough
Kider Ducky O'Nlell; in whose memory a monument Is soon t be
at Prescott.

Permanent Organization
cussed and Methods of

If the operators find trouble on the
line they Immediately refer it to him,
and from his desk the wire chief can
tell within ten feet of wire where the
trouble Is. If It Is In the telephone,
u man Is dispatched to the subscriber's house. If It Is a broken wire,
the wire chief sends a man to the
break, and so complete is the service
that the wire chief tells the lineman
where the break can be found.
If the trouble Is In the battery, It
is doctored at the central building
Under the old system there was a
battery in each telephone box; under
the new system all the batteries are
in the central building. One corner
of the apparatus room is a mass of
wires, laced and interlaced, crossed,
twisted and bound In cables a ver
Hut each
ltuble Chinese puzzle.
strand has Its Individuality and a
number, and Is connected from the
outside world to that $30,ono switchboard through
a little
metallic
plunger that Itself connects the wires
ground,
with the
.Should lightning
strike the wire or should the wire become crossed with a. high current
guardian
electric . wire, the little
plunger melts awny and throws the
shock to terra llrma.
There N a
whir of Industry around this department.
Linemen are running here
and there answering trouble calls, the
wire captain giving them instructions
the while. A small electric motor
hums away In the far corner of the
room, generating electricity for the
thousand telephone bells ready to
ling at the removal of a receiver.
The subscriber that had the old
Rell 'phone on Saturday and F00 telephone neighbors, today has 1,000, and
the same comparison holds good with
th subscriber that had the automatic, too.
In either instance the
number has been doubled and the
company says that the saving the new
system will be to the city will be
close to $10,000 a year.
Tiut the switching of two systems
Into one,
was done in the course
of a few seconds after all was ready,
and by a simple turn of the wrist,
these Is some little trouble on the
line today, and Manager Graham says
that the subscribers must be patient,
that all will come light In the end,
and the end will not be more than a
couple of weeks away. The business
at the central building was bigger today than ever before. It seemed that
all of the 1,000 subscribers wanted to
talk at the same time, to try the
new system, and the gviat volume of
husiueses caused some little confusion and some little trouble, which
win sbori be succeeded by first-claservice.

IN

FIRS T

MEETING

cupies the whole of this floor. Here
Is where the wire chief holds forth.

DAYS

TAGE FIVE.

whom she refused to give the money
she had earned, and who had him
arrested, but later relented and refused to appear against him.
The
police expect to hear ofher complaints In the future from the same

.!s
60

ONE TELEPHONE SYSTEM

CITIZEN.

are

y

R.

j

fed cow s $2.50

'V

4.25.

Money .Market.
Jan. 28. Prime mercantile paper 5fJ6Vi per cent; sliver 68 Vic; Money on call steady at
2 Vi 1 4 per cent.
York,

New

St.

St. I .oil Is Wool Market.
Louis, Jan. 28. Wool steady.

Territory and western mediums
28c; tine medium 18i21e; line
I

23

TK.X AS

That our stock of Groceries, Meats and
Provisions is always complete and our prices are right

STOP AND TAKE

A

SOLOMON

LOOK

or telephone your order to the

CHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT

The

MARKET

duties

OMUER
Till

telephone
lighter,

.re.tor oihi
Tin:

New Yolk. Jan.

C.

E. SUNTAAGG,

iTov

At a meeting

iinpoiters and manufacturers
Broadway
Xo.
at
plans
were completed for the formation
of the American Silk company, which
it Is sail will control a largo percentage of the dress output for the
country. The new company will absorb thirty silk mills In Pennsylvania,
New York, New Jersey
and New
Kngland. These mills contain In all
5,000 looms Willi adequate spinning
and delng facilities.
The annual
output is estimated at $10,000,000.

less,

IN

YOUR

jreo

HOME

Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

...

4WQ1

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

Borradaile
117 W.

l

Proprietor

&

Cold Ave.

REMOVAL
. .

the care

The telephone preeerve
health, prolong your life
protects your home.

Crockery
Souvenir
vie ws or

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

Ht-j-

the

HANDSOME

Open Day and Night.

UtiierSo.'ty

make

0000e000O0000C

Santa Fe Restaurant

ON

sii.k immviry
2S.

Directors.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Where to Dine Well

L 11)11

MIKUI II.
Pittsburg, l'a, Jan. 2. The trial
of Lieut R. II. Drury and Private
John Dowel, churned with the killing
f Wm. II. Crowley, who was shot in
the Allegheny arsenal In September,
1904, commenced here today. United
States District Attorney John Win.
Crowley was
Dunkle is prosecuting.
shot during the course of a row in
the arsenal, nnd it is now alleged by
the prosecution that they will uddin e
evidence to implicate the prisoners.
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YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

GROCERY COMPANY

CHAMPION

hi: is
I.E.lsl.Tl
VKIIY

MILITARY

j

and the worries fewer.

LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY
BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL
Orders solicited and prompt delivery to all parts of city. Give us a
trial order. Our new Telephone NniulK-- r Is SI.

quiet,

MICH IXDKiNANT
Austin. Tex., Jan. 28. A telegram
alleged to have been sent from
here to certain newspapers charging
that Senator Bailey corrupted the
morals and secured
the voting
strength of the legislature In his race
as Vnited States senfor
ator by the "use of wine, women and
money." The members resent this
statement and have today appointed
a committee to Investigate the conduct of newspapermen and to see
which, if any one here had Sent Mch
a story.

LUNA,

I Convenience - Comfort - Security

ID

Is

t:

J. C. BALDRIDGE,
W. J. JOHNSON,

7c.

SH llcr Market.
St. Louis, Jan. 28. Speller
$6.65'(i 67 Vs.

MERRITT.
Notary Public.

Please Remember

Sheep
receipts 8.000.
Market
steady. Muttons $4. 75 fit' 5.75 ; lambs
$6.751.7.50; range wethers $4.0K(i
$6.40; fed ewes $4. mi 5.25.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. Jan. 28. Cattle receipts
30,000. Market best steady, others
weak. Beeves $4.00 f)1 7.00; cows and
heifers $ 1.50 $ 5. 1 5; stockers and feed
ers $2.40iir4.70; Texan $3.75 "ii) 4.50;
calves $6.00 fci 8.25.
Sheep
receipts 25,000.
Market
strong to higher. Sheep $3.65 to
5.70; lambs $4.75 fo 7.80.

Correct-Attes-

M.

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 522 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drug
habits undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; yeu
to judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK. M. D.
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

French Bakery . .
From 213 West Railroad Ave.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Have Your Hand

Raynolds' New Building

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

C.

Mme. Le Normand

BALDRIDGB

d

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, looti beat, wear the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILUlNu PAPER Always lu stock. Planter, Lime, Cement. Paint,
Glass. Sasn, poori, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MtX.

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

;

..f
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Read by Most

SIIKHjiAN-WILLIAM-

to

Arrived. Will Remain a Short Time Only

Reunites vepuruled, tells how
Tcila the past present and future.
love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to suc-icsuits; locates mineral.
in business, speculations, marriage, la
as
50
ROOM
liRAND CENTRAL HOTEL.
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ALBUQUERQUE
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Mr.F

MAGAZINE WRITER DWELLS IN

TERESTINGLYONPIONEER

DAYS

Graphic Picture of Frontier Life During
the Glories of the Maxwell Regime.
Incidents of Baronial and Trail
Times in New Mexico.
liar-bar-

CITIZEN.
NOTICE

CHURCHES MAKE
CONCERTED
ATTACK

fortun-

were ninny. I Miring the height of his
power and wealth he lived in
splendor.
He lived for the
sheer pleasure of lllng. In utter disregard of the expense of the necessities and luxuries of life, t'nder his
Indifferent direction.
of
thousands
acres of his grant were cultivated In
by
a most piimatlve fashion
native
Mexicans, who. though us completely enslaved as the vassals of the
were
ancient (lot lis anil Saxons.
tlly tioontr linker Anilcron.)
In dut West.
nevertheless kindly treated. His word
was
absolute law with them. They
liurina the first half of the seventeenth rentury. when the island of loved their master as a friend and
adviser, and never appealed
kindly
Manhattan was for the most part
virgin wilderness, nnrt before even to him for amelioration of their conHrltlsh government dition in vain provided the lord of
the
considered the lands bordering upon the domain did not shrewdly suspect
the now historic Hudson as worthy them of misrepresentation.
Maxwell's home at Cimarron, which
of the stretching ifut of a hnnd, the
government
of the Netherlands
is still standing, was as much of a
equally Indifferent as to what became palace as the time and the country
S0111
of its apartments
of the wllil country to the north, fit afforded.
operations, as It were most sumptuously furnished,
only for
style,
believed (trail ted to one of Its sub- after the prevailing Mexican
jects a large tract of land bordering while others were devoid of every
upon
hlin thinb but table, rhnlrs and cards for
upon that river, conferring
practically soverlgn rights therein. poker or "old sledge." He wus an
gambler.
Thus dlil Killnen Van Kensselaer, a Inveterate
fin occasions
wealthy diamond merchant of Ams- when his winnings were heavy, he
terdam, become the first "patroon" would sometimes lend to the winner,
of the "Manor of Rensselaerwyck, " the next morning, two or three times
a vaguely described body of land em- as much as he had won from him.
Though he played for umusement
bracing somewhere In the neighboronly, and never with any whom he
hood of a thousand square miles.
Rensselaer-wyck
did not number among his personal
While the Manor of
purposes
was to all Intents and
friends, he ulways insisted upon a
essentially a feiidnl estate, as much stake. Many men who were widely
day.
barony
so as a Kuropean
of that
known throughout the southwest In
Van Rensselaer, the patroon. or lord, those days were his guests, and most
to
live
saw
it, but continued
never
of them had cause to remember his
In civilized luxury In his home In the prowess at the game 'of "draw."
Kit
leaving
administraCarson,
Netherlands,
the
Thomns Rnggs,
agents,
to
IMck)
and
estate
his
tion of this
Rlchena (Uncle
Wootton, Don
many to those who became his heirs. Jesus Abreu, Colonel Ceran St. Vraln
In
New
were
manors
men
founded
Other
and other
whose names are well
York, In Pennsylvania and In New known In the pioneer history of the
Jersey but Rensselaerwyck was the Santa Fe trail made his home a
even rendezvous for years. He was a
only one which endured.
throughout the long period elapsing great lover of horses and not Inbetween the time of the Uritish oc- frequently
made enormous wagers
cupation
of on the results of races He owned
of New Amsterdam,
Manhattan, and the years Immediatesome of the most finely bred and
ly preceding the revolution.
fleetest horses In the west, uud reFrom the days when the Manor of posed unlimited confidence In fhelr
Rensselaerwyck flourished up to the ability to win. At one time he causocclosing years of the Mexican
ed to be Inserted In the Kansas City
cupation and control of what is now newspapers
calling
advertisements
the American territory of New Mex- attention to the virtues of one of his
a. period covering about
two pet racers named "Fly." offering to
ico
centuries further attempts at plant- wager many thousands of dollars
ing and. with a legal status, mainthat she could win over any other
taining guasi-feudestates were race house In the United States. At
signalized, for the most part, by dis- this time Maxwell was president of
mal failure. It remained for Luclan a bank whlchhe had established In
Benjamin Maxwell, a native of
Santa Fe. A waggish Kansas City
111., and
one of the most banker cut out this advertisement,
striking figures of the early mounpasted It on a letter-hea- d
of Maxtain frontier, to found a successful well's bank, and writing beneath In
American barony. This was the fam- the words, "Banking In New Mexico,"
ous "Maawell ranch," or Maxwell hung It in a conspicuous place In
Land Grant, as It is more commonthe lobby of the Missouri Instituly known in these day, a body of tion.
land, which, under the shrewd maThe rooms devoted to the culinary
nipulation of capitalists
and poli- department of Maxwell's great house
ticians, grew In one generation from
the kitchen and two dining rooms,
a relatively Insignificant tract, locat- one for the men and one for the woed principally on the plains border- men were detached from the main
ing upon the Red river in northern residence. Men who visited him
New Mexico, to an estate equal In rarely saw women about the house.
extent to something less than three "Only the quick rustle of a skirt, a
times the area of Rhode Island. The hurried view of a rebosa. as Its wearoriginal grant was limited by law to er, evanescent as the lightning. Hashtwenty-tw- o
square leagues, but in ed for an instant before some wind
the documents giving judicial posses- dow or
door, told of
sion the alcande described boundaries their presence," wrote one of his
which included over four hundred guests in later years. His table sersquare leagues. Within this princi- vice was for the most pan of solid
pality were Included between three silver. Covers were dally laid for
and four hundred thousand acres of more than a dozen persons, and va
rich coal lands the greatest unbrok- cant chairs were seldom to be seen.
en body of that mineral In the I'ni-te- d In addition to his invited guests,
many forced themselves upon him as
States.
In 1823 Charles Hipolyte Reaubien, the result of his widely advertised
a French-Canadiavisited the prov- hospitality to all comers; others came
ince of Nueva Mejlco, In company to him through necessity, as the rewith a number of his fellow country- sult of the locution of his home on
men, in the expectation that he the main line of travel into tha ter
might find an opportunity of Invest ritory, at the point where the as
ing his money with better prospects cent of the mountain range to the
f profit than
the east afforded, west began. Coach-load- s
of passeng-Abod
that time Guadalupe Miranda. ers were frequently
at
of Juarez, then known as "Paso del the ford in the Cimarron at this point
Norte," Mexico, received from the and compelled to remain at his home
generous paternal republic of Mex- - until the subsiding waters permitted
ico a grant to a tract lying In the a continuance of the Journey,
Maxwell invariably kept a large
southern part of what Is now Col- tax county. New Mexico.
Reaubien amount of money from twenty-fiv- e
and Miranda entered Into a partner-- j to fifty thousand dollars, usually In
ship for the operation of the prlv- - gold and silver coin In an old bureau
lieges accompanying this grant, the standing in the main room of his
former finally purchasing of Mlran-- 1 house.
The drawers
were never
da his Interest therein, holding the locked and no percautions for its
entire property until 1846 In the protection were ever taken. This
latter year Reaubien removed from money was the proceeds of the sales
Taos, which had been his home for of his sheep, cattle and grain, printwenty-thre- e
years, to the Clmairon-ito- . cipally to the army, at figures which
and found Maxwell located a would stagger a purchaser today.
fchort distance north of the famous For yeurs he made no effort to keep
Abreu ranch, where a company of track of the number of his sheep
United States regulars were station- nor of the amount of his wool clip.
ed for the protection of traffic over
When his American lord was not
the Santa Fe trail.
at home entertaining his friends, he
At this time Maxwell was herding was visiting others. He loved to
sheep In a primitive way. About one travel In state.
He owned almost
hundred and fifty yards south of his every conceivuble style of vehicle, but
rude adobe hut stood a house built on his longer journeys, us when goby Kit Carson, and then occupied by ing to Taos, Santa Fe or Las Vegas,
him. The two men, having much In he usually truveled
in
a great
common both lovers of the free, ad- thorough-brac- e
Concord coach drawn
venturous life which the mountain!, by six or eight horses. Men who
offered soon became fast friends, are living today and who accomand remained so until death separat- panied him on some of these Jour
ed them.
Maxwell's sheep multi neys say he made It a rule to take
plied, and as the years rolled by his small arroyos and Irrigating ditches
wealth Increased so rapidly that, in at a gallop, regardless of the conspite of his profligacy, he could not sequences to Ills equipage, his guests
rid himself of the burden it seemed or himself.
to Impose.
He tried gambling, but,
fine instance will serve to Illusalthough It Is suid that he never trate Maxwells nerve. On July 4,
"stacked the cards," his poker play- 1867, he caused to be hauled from its
ing served only to add to his accumu- (lace under the Cottonwood trees that
fringed his home an ancient howitzer
lation ot treasure.
At this time the whole region be- which had lain there since the day
tween "Kl Pueblo," In Colorado, and the valiant General Don Manuel
Fernando de Taos, In New Mexico,
learned of the approach
of
was almost unbroken certainly un- Kearney's army. With the assistance
explored, excepting those portions of u captain In the regulur army statraversed by the few traders travel- tioned ut the barracks nearby, he
ing between Santa Fe and the Mis- loaded this gun two thirds of the
souri river. Rut every trader, every way to the muzzle and prepared for
every a grand salute In honor of the namujordumo, every teamster,
soldier who passed over tills part of tion's birthday. A premature
disthe trail knew Maxwell, and most charge followed, blowing away the
of them were known to liim by captain's arm, destroying Ms tye and
name.
shattering Maxwell's thumb. A solCharles Reaubien died February 10, dier was at once ordered to Fort
purchased
1864. and Maxwell
the Union, at a distance of nearly sixty
Kra,nt from the heirs, becoming its miles, which he covered
In
four
ol; proprietor. All restrictions as to hours, his horse, the fleetest in Maxthe grazing of sheep now being re- well's stables, dropping dead as the
moved. Ills wealth increased at a liiler alighted at the fort. The sur
still greater rate. He hud built for geon urrlved at Cimarron in time to
himself a great house at Cimarron, save the captain's life, and dressed
nnd here he continued to entertain Maxwell's thumb. A few dus later
in lavish style all comers and there the latter, accompanied by Kit Cur- -

ititereftiiiR IsIn .114
sue of the 'Out Went" nniKazine published ihlf mouth. th following
deitling with one ot this terrimid
frontiersmen
tory's prominent
sfltlcr iiiear. The KvenliiK Citizen fpels mirf tliiit thp picture there-li- l
portrayed of early life and customs will amply Justify the space and
whirl) this paper afford it:

on. traveled to the fort to ask the
the thumb,
to amputate
'iitgenn
great
which was causing Maxwell
lieclliilng anaesthetics in
stinvrhig
any form, he maintained nn apparently stolid Indifference to the great
pain resulting from the operation;
then. Just after the ligatures had
been lied, as Carson placed a glass
o' whiskey to his Hps. he fainted.
A few weeks after this disastrous
celebration, gold was discovered near
the head of Cimarron canon, near the
site of the present town of lOliv.abetti-lowThe announcement was naturally followed by a great Influx of
e-hunters
from
and adventurers
ill parts of the country, and by scientific prospecting by representatives'
The :tJscovery of the'
of capital.
presclous metal In easily worked
placer-field- s
marked the beginning of
the end of Maswell's baronial reign.
Feeling secure in his possession of
the grant, a region of vaster extent
than some of the kingdoms of
and anticipating untold wealth
from the development of the mining
properties at the base of Mount
Jtnldy, he spent n fortune In the construction of a ditch forty miles long,
extending from the source of the Red
river to the new placer diggings.
Rut this undertaking was it stupendthe
ous failure, the water entering
ditch a( Its head being lost by evapoIt
seepage
before
reached
ration and
the proposed field of operations. Realizing the fact that Ills title to this
"addition" to his grant could find
no status In the law, however, valid
the original grant might be, Maxwell endeavored to keep the news of
the discovery of gold from obtainHut he
ing too wide a circulation.
might as well have attempted to May
Litigation to determine
a whirlwind
titles to the squatters' claims followed, and In order to save what he
might from his now decaying fortune, he sold his title to the grant
to an Knglish syndicate for a million
the
and a quarter dollars, through
Waildlnghani.
agency of Wilson
navld II. Moffatt and J. It. Chaffee.
hundred
six
These men retained
thousand dollars for their services,
turning the remainder over to the
former proprietor.
The deposed "monarch of all he
surveyed." whose right there had
been none to dispute until 107, was
In a state of perplexity as to what
he should do with ail this money.
Rut he soon found plenty of ad
visers, and, at the behest of men in
whom he hud confidence, he Invested
something like a quarter of a million in the bonds of the first corporation formed for the construction
of the Texas Pacific railroad, which
proved a complete loss. In 1 s 70 oth
er advisers suggested to him that it
would be profitable to establish a
bank at Santa Fe, Inasmuch as there
in either New Mexico
or Arizona.
The Idea appealed to him, and he ap
plied for a charter, with a capital of
one hundred and fifty thousand dol
lars, furnishing nil the money him
self and generously dividing ten
shares among a sufficient number of
his friends to constitute the directory
required by the federal banking law.
Thus was the First National bank of
Santa Fe founded in December, 1870.
The original stock certificates of this
bank were unique In one respect,
bearing a vignette of Maxwell with a
cigar in his mouth. So great was his
confidence in his friends that he
signed in blank more'lhan a hundred
in order
of these stock certificates,
that their anticipated sale might not
interfere with his pursuit of plensure
in other haunts.
Luclen Maxwell was ii man of un
bounded generosity, and possessed
unlimited confidence in those in
whom he trusted at all. His charities must have amounted to a con
siderable fortune. John Burroughs
has aptly described certain frontier
characters as "wild civilized men."
He was one
The term fits Maxwell.
of the best representatives of the
frontier, before the days of
the "bad man;" a type which passed
with the extinction of the frontier in
Its original purity. He was eccentric,
Improvident In the extreme, liberal
to a degree that was widely remarked even In those days of extreme liberality and
a man
who was a constant marvel among
his fellow s. Those who knew him
best Carson.
St. Vraln, Reaubien,
Scheurlch, Pley and a multitude of
American traders uud native Mexi
cans round In him an object of un
dying affection. The solitude of the
mountains and the remoteness from
scenes of civilization infatuated him.
His love for the wild was uncon
querable. Though rough In manner,
it ml quick to resent the slightest
In
terference with what he regarded as
his soverlgn lights, there was noth
ing of the desperado about him. Nor
was there In his make-u- p
the slight
est tinge of bravado.
Maxwell's wife was I.uz Reaubien.
a daughter of one of the original
proprietors of his grant.
Three of
their nine children are living. The
last years of his life were spent at
Fort Sumner, where he died in com
parative
poverty July 2!, 1 S 75.
Strange us it may seem, there is in
existence no monument to the memory of this most striking figure of
the mountain frontier period; nor to
the memory of his chief friend and
companion, Christopher Caron - two
ot the really big landmarks of the
romantic period In the history of
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New Mexico.
I.os Angeles.

Financial News.
Rev. J. Henry Rallance of Hard-mone- y
is in the city. Mayfield (Ky.)
Monitor.
Having reinstated Alexleff, It is a
pretty good bet that the czar sees a
long pediod of peace ahead.
No Place For FoRle.
Myrtle Hankey and gentleman friend uud Mr. Vernon Fogle,
of York, spent a few days with Mr.
J. C. Werking and family. Baltimore Sun.
Miss

Good t.lii a Winner.
Maggie Good received the prize at
the box supper Friday night at the

Rutin school house for being the
most popular young lady. Chrla Whit-mor- e
received the pipe for the laziest
man. Lebanon (Ind.) Pioneer.
An Honorable) Family.
Mr. Geo. Hon is In Georgia this
week on a business trip.
Miss Hon. of Lexington,
s the
guest of Mrs. Geo. Hon. Winchester

(Ky.) Democrat.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BKOMO uulnine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
It falls to cure. E. W. GROVE a
signature Is on each box. 25c.

nupsery "products
FRUIT
AND
SHADE
TREES,
SHRUBS. VINES AND FLOWERS.
BUY OF 80ME ONE YOU KNOW
N. W. ALCER, 124 SOUTH WALTER
STREET.

On

Sunday

Theaters. Demanding that They be Closed
For the Good of Actors.

MODV. .MM"UY 2.
ITH 11

I MX.

HIilCATlON".

Department of the Interior, United
States iand office.
Santa Fe, N. M Jan. SB, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given
that Luis
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M has tiled
notice of his intention to make final
live-yeproof In support
of his
claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No.
H220 made April 17. 19'lfl, for the
NW',4 SK'4. NF. '4 SSV'i, Sec. 19,
Tp. 90.V.. Range 6E.. and that said
proof will be made before II. W. S.
Otero. I'nlted States court commissioner, nt Albuquerque, N. M on
March 6. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, und cultivation of, the land,
viz:

Carlos Lopez, Fenerlco Lopez. Fau-stl- n
Garcia and Luis Garcia y Garcia, all of Citrpenter. N. M.
;. OTERO.
M ANl'KL
New
York.
Jan. 28. Yesterday
Register.
was a day of prayer
in all the
Prostestant churches of greater
NOTICE I'Olt PUU.IC.VnoN.
for the release of actors nnd
others who have to work In Sunday Department
of the Interior. I'nlted
theatres, and for the suppression of
States Land Office.
Illegal Sunday theatrical
performSanta Fe, N. M., Jan. 2.'. 1907.
ances, and on today there will be
Notice is hereby given thut Jose
a mnss meeting of the clergymen
y Garcia of Carpenter. N. M.,
of nil denominations to decide what Grlego
tiled notice of his Intention to
next shall be done to enforce the has
proof In support
make final five-yeSunday laws. Speakers at the mass of
claim, viz: Homestead entry
meeting will Include Coadjutor Rlshop No. his9678
made July 17, 1091, for
Green, the Rev. fir. I). J. Rurrell, the SEVi SEV4
,
36, Tp. 10 N.,
the Rev. Dr. Theodore Cuyler, the Range 6K., and lotSec.
I and SEVi NEVi,
Rev. lir.
McArthur, and others. Sec. 2. and lot 4. Sec.
1, Tp. 9N.,
For the Fpiscopal church,
Rlshop Range 6E.. nnd
that suid proof will
Potter has authorized the use of a be
made before the register and rerayer in all the churches "to pro
at Santa Fe, N. M on March
tect the day from those whom hu ceiver,
6, 1H07.
man greed would constrain to work
He mimes the following witnesses
In It."
Rlshop Rurgess, of the Kpls- prove his continuous residence
copal diocese of Long Island, has to
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
ilso prepared
n
form of prayer
petitioning that those who. ill what viz:Venceslado Grlego. Jnse
Armenta.
ever calling, have been and are Rafael Grlego and
Griego, all
breaking
the scriptural Injunction of Carpenter, N. M.Carlos
against the Sabbath be led to sep the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
error of their ways.
Register.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

....

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capitol and Surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

New-Yor-

'

COAL

I'AMIVi; THKIvVrF.NS SAX

San Francisco, Jan.

-

There is
a great scarcity of coal In the city
at present and matters are commenc
ing to look serious, as no colliers
are expected In port for some time.
The scarcity of coal Is being more
felt in cities across the bay as the
prices are much higher than on this
side.
The Southern Pacific company
has stored away some 200,000 tons
as a reserve and If the situation becomes any more acute the company
will be called on to relieve the situr-tlo- n
at a reasonable figure. The
scarcity Is now effecting the homes
and the factories, especially the
homes of the poorer classes. The
present juice of coal Is over $16 a
ton, nnd very little can be had at
that price.

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Ererr Proper Accomuodsttoa,
New Accounts Capital, I150.OSO.00.

and

Solicit

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 3. Strlckler, V. P. anJ Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, . sat, Cashier; Wa.
Mcintosh, J. C. Bala ridge, SoloA, M. Black-well- ,
mon
Geo. Amot, O. E. Cromwell.
a.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

SANTA FC BY.

A.

NOTICE FOH PI RLI CATION.

I'ltWCISCO.

28.

With Ample Meant and Unsurpassed

Department of the Interior, I'nlted
States Land Office.
Santa. Fe, N. M Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M
his filed notice of his intention to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead entry
No. 9298, made May 1, 1906, for the
SE'.i NW',4 and N 4 SW'i, Sec. 30,
Tp. 9N., Range 6E., nnd that said
proof will be made before II. W. S.
otero United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M.( on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
Mel-cho-

ir

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

ar

JOSHUA S. RAYN0LD3
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLD3

u.

DmrOMITORY

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

viz!

Candelnrlo Ruiz. Pedro Garcia y
Garcia, Jose Grlego and Luis Garcia
1'llorilI.K WITH
y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
WYOMING INDIANS
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Cheyenne. Wyo., Jan. 28. Citizens
Register.
of Lander and district are about to
petition the government not to reNOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION".
move the soldiers from Fort Wash- kie. owing to the present
differ Department of the Interior, United
ences between the Shoshone and
States Land Office.
Arapahoe
Indians. Quite recently
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25 1907.
d
George Terry, a
Shoshone,
Notice Is hereby given that Daniel
son of the famous Mormon Rlshop Jlnso of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
Terry of I'tah, was mysteriously notice of his intention to make final
murdered. Terry was a squaw man five-yeproof in support of his
and lived on the reservation for 25 claim, viz:
entry No.
Homestead
years. Barns have also been burned 9461 made May 22, 1906, for the
and horses killed. The Shoshones SWVi SE4 and SEVi SWVi. Sec. 12,
and Arapahoes are sworn enemies Tp. 10N., Range BE., and that said
and as they are liable to fight at any proof will be made before H. W. S.
time the citizens are claiming pro- Otero, United States court commistection. As it stands at present it is sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
the presence of the soldiers that pre March B, 1907.
vents an outbreak.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous resldencs
IWKXTIOX OF NEW
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
KLKCTKIC LIGHT. vis:
New York. Jan. 28. In Columblu
Leandro Jaramillo,
Jesus Garcia,
university
large gath Donaclano Gutierres
a
before
and Manuel
ering of scientists mid electrical en- Gutlerres, all of Carpenter,
N. M.
gineers. Professor H. C. Parker, of
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the university, and W. G. Clark
Register.
gave an exposition of their new In
vention, which they assert will revo
NOTICE FOIl PUBLICATION,
lutionize electric lighting. The light
Is incandescent and has nearly forty- - Department of the
Interior, United
rive times the efficiency of the ordiStates Land Office.
nary lamp with a carbon filament.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
The particular feature of the lamp
Notice is hereby given that Edunr-d- o
Is a new filament which the Inven- Carter of Chillll. N. M., has filed
of his Intention to make final
ri call hellnn, because its spectrum notice
is similar to helium and they claim five-yeproof In support of his
that the new filament will last twice claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
as long as the carbon one. The light 6752 made Jan. 2, 1902, for the EV4
hits a peculiar bright yellowish color. NEVi, Sec. 12, Tp. 8N 6E NWVi
NWVi, Sec. 7. and SWV4 SWVi, Sec.
TIIK PRICK OF KlIlltKU
6. Tp. 8.V.. Range 7E., and that said
GOODS IS RISING proof will be made before H. W. S.
New York, Jan. 28. The prices of Otero, United States court commis
all rubber goods continue to increase sioner, at Albuquerque, Js. M., on
owing to the recent action of the March 15, 1907.
I'nlted States Rubber company In ad
He names the following witnesses
vancing all Us prices 5 per cent. to prove his continuous residence
Owing, however, to the fact that re- upon, and
cultivation of, the land,
tailers of rubber goods, such as boots. slz:
overshoes and other articles of wear
Miguel Apodaca, Pablo Reldonado,
ing apparel, which constitute the bulk Cldilo Montoyo and Celso Carter, all
output,
having of Chillll. N. M.
of the company's
placed their orders for the winter
MANUEL R. OTERO.
trade nearly a yeur in advance the
Register.
advance will have little effect until
NOTiCF. I Oil PUBLICATION.
the fall. The rise has been caused
by the continued scarcity of rubber
which is now selling at the highest Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
rice since the Civil war.
Santa Fe. N. M.. Jan. 25, 1907.
di;i:ad vt
Notice Is hereby given that Carlos
roit
Grlego of Carpenter. N. M.. has filed
JAMESTOWN" EXPOSITION".
London, Jan. 28. It was official- notice of his intention to make final
ly announced today ttint
H. M. S. five-yeproof in support
of his
Dreadiiaught with several ships of claim, viz:
entry No.
Homestead
Aimiral Rvans' tleet, now carrying on 9679, made July 17, 1906, for the
in West Indian SW
winter maneuvers
NWV. NWVi SWVi, Sec. 1,
waters, will sull north to Hampton and N'.j SEVi, Sec. 2. Tp. 9N., Range
Roads, and be present with the 6E., uud that said proof will be made
fleets of all nations ut the Jamestown before the register and receiver, at
exposition. It Is ex- Santa Fe, N. M., on March 6. 1907.
pected Admiral Evans' fleet will arHe names the following witnesses
rive in time to be present at the to prove his continuous residence
opening of the exposition. The oth- upon, and cultivation of. the land,
er vessels comprising Admiral
vans' vis:
division are the Antrim, Argyle, DeVenceslado Griego Jose Armenta.
vonshire, Good Hope. Hatnshire, Rafael Griego and Jose Grlego y
Roxburgh, Howe, Renbow and The- Garcia, all of Carpenter. N. M.
tis.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,
CATIIOI.lt S TO PRONOTICE I 'OK PUBLICATION'.
TEST AGAINST FRANCE.
New York, Jan. 28. A big mass
In Department
meeting of Catholics was held
of the Interior. I'nlted
States Iand Office.
the Hippodrome yesterday evening
to protest against "French SpoliaSanta Fe. N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
tion." and to draw up resolutions assuring the Catholics of France that Antonio Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.
to
thjey have the sympathy of thSVr bus filed notjee of his intention
proof In support
American fellow churchmen In the make final five-yestruggle which they are waging. A of his claim, viz: Homestead entry
great many distinguished Catholics in No. 9297. made May 1, 1906, for the
this city will attend and addresses SVi SW4. Sec. 19. and N4 NWVi
will be delivered by Archbishop Far- Sec. 30, Tp. 9N.. Range 6E., and that
Morgan J. O'Brien suid proof will be made before H. W
ley,
ami others. The meeting will, In a S. Otero, United States Court Com
affulr. as missioner, nt Albuquerque, N. M on
measure, be a national
there will be bishops and archbishops March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
and prominent laymen In attendance from every state In the union. to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
How to Invent Hlllous Attacks.
viz:
y
One who Is subject to bilious atFaustin Garcia. Pedro Garcia
tacks will nolle that for a day or Card. i. Curios Lopes and Jose Grlego,
more before the attack he is not hun- all of Curpenter, N, M.
gry at meal times and feels dull after
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
eating.
A dose of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Ta"eU when
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
these first symptoms appear will ward
AT WALTON'S DRUG
They are for sale by CANDIES,
off the attack.
STORE.
all drusgbits.
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With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
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President; Wm.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
IF YOU ARE IN SUSPENSE
as to the best iurchalng place for
finished building lumber dispel your
anxiety of mind by marching right
straight to this office. Our yard is
stacked and stocked full of the
choicest output of the highest grade
lumber mills and you'll not turn away
on account of our pricing.
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EVENING OITIZETf.

'ALBUQUERQUE

100T,

CIIY ORDINANCES

RAILROAD NOTES

The Room You Sleep In

ri; no.

oitniN

An ordinance amending

rhould be n?tful to the eye as
well as to the body to prevent

wh.

Sciinu

rAGE SEVEf.

lar to the dog catcher for serving
said written notice, and fifty rents
for impounding each of said dogs,
cents a day for encn
and twenty-fiv- e
dog kept in said pound after the day
upon which the said dog or dogs
were taken up. It shall be the duty
of the owner or owners, keeper or
harliorer of any surh dog or dogs to
have the said dog or dogs killed and
burled provided said owner or owners, keeper or harborer of such dig
or dogs shall refuse or neglect to pay
the fees and claim and register such
dog or dogs as herein provided.
If
any owner or owners, keeper or harborer refuse or neglect to kill ami
bury such dog or do,,-s-, then It shal'
he the duly of the ilo.r catcher to
kill and bury such dog or dos provided the provisions of this f'tlnn
shall not apply to dnct not owned
or harbored in the city, unless they
be found without
any owner or
master; and. provided fui'l,.T. that
the i'"g catcher shall receive for his
servl-e- s,
in enforcing this ntrllnance,
tlftv per cent of all fees collected by
the city clerk for registering do;s under this ordinance.
Any person violating any of the
I lovisions
of this section shall be
deemed guilty of n misdemeanor and
upon conviction thcicot lie shall be
line,: in i sum o' not less than ten
nor more than fifteen dollars or by
imprisonment for a period of not less
than five days nor more than ten
days or by both such fine and Imprisonment; and one half of nil of
such fines recovered from any person so convicted shall be paid to the
dog catcher.
thi It Is hereby made (he duty
of the dog catcher to kilt all dogs
by the use of chloroform.
The said
dog catcher shall furnish a good and
sufficient bond in the sum of two
hundred dollars to the city of Albu
querque, for the faithful performance
of his duties under the ordinances of
New
the said city of Albuquerque,

the compiled ordinances of Hie
Horn. Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. 1. 'of
city of Albuiuer(ue, New M. yico.
S. Hotip of South Arno street, a baby
ite It enacted by the cit eouucil
that tired feeling hen you pet
girl,
weighing eight pounds. The
Albuquerque, New Mexico
1WN
up. One of our Unix
happy father Is a conductor on the of Section
1.
That Section SB ! of the
I
coast
lines.
Is
a
and Princes
Compiled Ordinances of the
of
thing of beauty and a Joy for
Albuquerque. .New Mexico, he .miend- W (irk was begun today on the new
nilpd so as to rend as follows:
.
ever, and n Irgrtt .V I'latt
ear sioqis hi. ..nrit'ii.
iiit uuuiit it ..in
Residence portion, as uml herein,
long and forty feet wide.
lrlng with nn OMrimoor
be 1
be considered that p"iiion of
g
comMnttwos is a
Contractor Klelden of this city has shall
the city north of Tijeras nvrrmo. east
fort.
charge
of
work.
the
i.i
west
of First street, and south iin-A. P. Oatchel, the passenger con- 'of a line drawn In the center ..f Lead
First to Second streets,
ductor. Is again unfitted for duty on avenue from in
the center of Second
Conduc- thence north
account of serious Illness.
tor Crane is holding down his run on street to Silver avenue, theiie.. west
The Furniture Man
In the center of Silver aveinie
to
the north end out of Las Vegas.
Cor. Coal & 2d. V. End Viicuct.
Third street, and thence north In
Ticket Clerk Harry Fouls reports the center of Third street to Kallrond
Auto Phone 474. Cclo. Phone, Red 177
that three times as many mileage avenue, thence west In the center of
books as usual have been issued from Railroad avenue to the mldrile nf the
the local ticket office since January block, between Third and Fourth
streets, and thence north In a Mraight
1.
That Is one point for the anti-pas- s
law and t'vo points for the railroads. line to Tijeras avenue.
Section 2. All ordinances and parts
Pete Murphy, who resigned from of ordinances
in conflict herewith
A
at
the water service of the Sunt Fe
are hereby repealed.
ago,
some
Vegas
but has
months
liis
Duly passed this 21st day nf Janu-nrresumed his former position, has to
A. P. 1907.
begin again as n new man, particuApproved:
larly as to the time of continuous
FRANK McKF.K, Mayor.
service with the compnny governing
Attest:
pension.
a
of
the granting
pihm;hm is
HAHHY F. I.EE, Clerk.
Paul Ullmore and his excellent m:x on
i.
company of player
.ion (.nitrnii.
arrived from
A
Hallway
large
of
Trainnumber
tragedian.
.
Tin- tmlni'til American
OKIHXAM'K XO.
Wichita. Kan., yesterday morning and
playing Shakos men were present on Saturday afterspent the day sight nering In and John Griffith. I
amending
ectlon
An ordinance
to
Strong
chapel
attend
nt
noon
the
Rlou-Mtwenty-fou- r
around Albuquerque. This visit of peare n HUlilinio tragedy, "King
(24) and section twenty-si- x
one
of
of
Johnon,
P.
funeral
J.
the
Gllmore recalls that this Is the ard the Third." this season anil has
(26) of the Compiled Ordinances
late members of their order. The
first city he played after the accident- - In every city along his route drawn the
of the city of Albuquerque, New MexHons,
by
wer
conducted
llev.
services
tremendous audiences and amused
ul shooting I ii "The Three Muscathe Kplscopal church, of Trinidad, ico.
teers." which play he was then pro- - great enthusiasm. He Is a big. manly of
He it enacted by the city council
Interment was made at Falrvlew.
and
to
his art,
dulng seven years ago. Mr. Ollniore's- fellow, full of devotion
of the city of Albuquerque New Mexhigh
esteem
In
was
held
Mr.
Johnson
g
bestrenu-Inand his portrayal of this most
new play "At Vale" is credited as
ico:
bv his many associates and friends.
his greatest success, and Is pro- Section 1. That section twenty-fou- r
nouaced by critics In the different
(24) of the Compiled Ordinances
A Jury in the case of Frank Hell vs.
cities where he has visited as the
(1., H. & S. A., returned a verdict of the city of Albuquerque, New Mexthe
Mexico.
bent of all the college plays. The
for the defendant before Judge Hog- ico, lie amended so as to read as foland
Section .1. All ordinances
Houston Post, speaking of Mr.
lows:
"No person shall keep a dog parts
plaintiff
asked
gin,
Kl
at
The
Paso.
of ordinances In conflict heremore's visit to that city, says:
In
Albuquerque
city
alafler
such
of
the
Injuries
damages
$20,000
for
for
with are hereby repealed.
"Paul Gllmore was welcomed hackleged to have been sustained while a dog has reached the age of three
Duly passed this 21st day of JanuI
Houfiton by an appreciative audimonths, unless such person shall ary. 1H07.
passenger
O.
on
H.
between
a
train
enta at the Houston theater last
regulaHell alleged comply with the following
Kl
and
Ysleta.
Paso
Approved:
nlgfct.
That was tor himself. The
that he was Injured by being thrown tions:
FRANK McKF.K, Mayor,
geaerous applause that came after
owner, keeper or hnrliorer of
The
against
knob.
violently
a
coach
door
Attest:
was for himself, plus his acting and
any dog shall cause ills or her name,
HARRY F. LEE, Clerk.
pins his very excellent college play
liallroads of the county are already with the name and description of the
making preparations for the colonist dog. to be registered with the city
RESULTS TELL.
travel of the coming spring, and a clerk of said city In a book to be
heavier business Is looked for than In kept by snld city cierk. Hefme any There Can Be No Doubt About the
A new feature dog is registered, a registration fee
any previous year.
Results in Alsuquerque.
d
that will be offered will be the
of one dollar for each male dog and
Results toll the tale.
business under this rate. This two dollars for each female dog shall
All doubt is removed.
menus that people on the coast may be paid, and the owner, keeper or
pay-lnThe testimony of an Albuquerque
send for friends or relatives by
hnrliorer of such dog shall keep on
agent,
who the neck of each dog so registered, citizen
the fare to the local
will telegraph it to headquarters a suitable metallic or leather collar,
Can bo easily Investigated.
open
from with n metallic tag or check attachThe colonist season will be
What better proof can In had?
1
1.
to
be
to May
Mr. J. Hall of 519 South First
ed thereto, said tag or check
March
mm
furnished by the said city, with num street. Albuquerque, says:
"One of
disl'.;lI.KIt'S HOPY
be
my daughters suffered backache for
ber and year of registry to
HI.OWN 1.000 I KKT. tinctly marked thereon.
about eight months or a year. Some
The body of A. K. Walker. the
The city clerk shall keep a suit times It was so bad I hat bug was
Mexican Central engineer who was able book for the registry of all dogs. completely prostrated for a day or so
ous role certainly tills the eye and killed near Aguas Callentes Monday
upon payment to him of the fee at a time. 1 read about Doan's Kid
satisfies the mind of the most exact- by the explosion of his locomotive, and
'
he shall register the dog ney Pills In our Albuquerque news
ing critic. Mr. C.riftlth appears here arrived Friday night on the Mexican aforesaid
upon
which said fee Is paid. Any nailers nint Ihonubt if thev onlv tier
f'
i
1, at the Elks'
on
night.
Friday
Feb.
Central train in charge of C. It. person owning, keeping or harboring f,)rm,.,i half what they promised they
A
Jf
theater, and will be a most welcome Moore, representing the locomotive any
nog in me cuy
.o mm
n)lKht npp nly daughter, and we pro
visitor. The Indications are that he englneersof Aguas Callentes and the i
,
lie provisions oi tins section s.iau flr0f, a ,)OX
u rPmurkab!y short
will repeat his usual success here, funeral occurred Saturday afternoon,
, ,....
...
oor...,
nuu.y
l,e ueeo.eo
,OOK pffoct
a
(,me
nM(cne
both from an artistic and financial in Kl Paso.
-upon
mrr
ana
"
conviction
of the treatment a little
(Jreat care lias been
stand point.
The body of Mr. Walker was found fined In any sum not less than five continuation
K,0ppod the l.achacho.
are
taken by his management to provide 1,0011 feet from the scene or the exnor more than fifteen dollars 0lf.T-.- . IV
!..'Oil IMIIIIl
UVI
him with an entirely competent com- plosion and was horribly mangled by dollars
not
of
period
imprisoned
a
or
for
pany of Shakespereau players. The the terrific force of the blow-uPills
than live days nor more than
"At Tale.
This Is more than It scenic, costume and pictorial require- Parts of the locomotive were blown less days
For sale by all dealers. Price f0
and
by
fine
such
or
both
ten
Fosler-MIlhurCo., Buffalo,
mink I have been sinily a little color ments of the play will have generous 700 feet from the track. Three other imprisonment at the discretion of the cents.
N Y., sole agents
and a little stuffllng in order that It treatment.
for the United
by the explosion be- court.
were
men
killed
migat be called a college play, as was
These were the
side Mr. Walker.
Any one furnishing information States.
ho aften done In the prehistoric age.
messenger."
ragged
Remember the name I Mian's and
pasuur ami the fire- len rid iB to the conviction of riiiy pertiik
fireman,
the
coal
The play really has vitality to It. a
on FKIimWHY . man's brother, who was riding on the son owning, keeping or harhdrlng take no other
well planned action mid exceptionally
when they get
Iocal theater-goergl
any dog In the city in violation of
goaa character work. The race cli- their llrst glimpse of Creston Clarke en ne.
( HIROPO
AXI
The
train which was being pull' ' the provisions of this section shall IIAIIt IHCKSSKItPI ST.
armax Is tine, much better and more
In the sombre garb of the clergyman.
by the locomotive was not wrecked, receive one half of the line recovermoRt
affairs John Morton, in "The Itaggeri Mes every car remaining on the track,
tistically arranged than
Mrs. I'.umblni, at her parlors, No
person so co.nvlcted.
20!) West Railroad avenue. Is prs- of this kind. The river looks like a senger." which is booked for Febru- slowing down and coming to a stop ed from any
twenty-si- x
2.
section
That
Section
scenery
really
seems
be
to
asriver, the
treat
ary
will have some dltllculty In
the (26) of the Complied Ordinances of pured to give thorough scalp corns,
without further accident than
sweeping past, and the men in the sociating him with the
nient, do hair dressing, treat
men who were on the city of Albuquerque, New Mexkilling
the
of
all
rowing.
ifeau-caireeffect
actually
are
The
boats
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
prince in "Monsieur
the locomotive. No cause for the ac- ico, be amended so as to read as fol- gives
massage treatment and inani
is so arranged that the Yale boat can
but they will quickly recog- cident has been assigned.
Is hereby crelows,
"There
as
forge
the
seen
ahead
to
plainly
curing.
Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
lx
nize the same Indescribable charm of
to
is
(ireat
the
brother
due
credit
the office of dog catcher, who tlon of complexion cream builds up
curtain goes up and down and as the manner and the exquisite touch of engineers of the deceased at Aguas ated
mayor
to
shall be appointed by the
audience applauds and grows dippy the artist.
skin and Improves the complex
Mr. Clarke's delineation
for the care they gave the serve, under the supervision of the the
Ion,, and is guaranteed not to bo in
Just as If It were a real race. Mr. of the modern role of John Morton Callentes
man.
dead
the
of
remains
of
city marshal, during the pleasure
(illmore was called out for a speech, has gained him even greater renown
She also prepares a hair
The deceased leaves a wife and one the city council or until his success- - Jurlous.
and made nn apt one.
tonic that cures nnd prevents dan- than did his brilliant "Iteaucalre."
Kl
Paso.
living
in
child
oi is
"Mr. Gllmore is magnetic in his
druff and hair falling out; restores
shall be Hie dog ca her s ilu y
acting as the Southern man at Vale Bware of Ointments tor Catarrh That
,()
rnove
ITIwJCATIOX.
l'OH
NOTICE
mut
it. iane u ii uou iiiiih'uiiu in
the hero of the race and a hero of
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
Contain Mercury.
limits,
city
the
all the girls except his sweetheart, as mercury will surely destroy the sense Pepartment of the Interior, Land Of- able place outside of
powder,
a
cure and pirn
face
freckle
to be designated by the city mar- pie cure and pile cure. All of thesi
and completely
the
whose mind has been poisoned of smell
New Mexico.
Fe,
fice
Santa
at
system
uge
entering
when
It
whole
throtiRh
dogs
of
three
the
shal,
above
all
against him by a jealous comrade. the mucous surfaces. Such articles
preparations
are purely vegetable
Pecember 28, 1908.
mouths which may be found within compounds. Have just added a vi
Mr. Gllmore's athletic form shows off should never be used except on presgiven
hereby
Pablo
is
that
Notice
collar
und
the
city
without
limits
to special advantage when he over- criptions from reputable physicians, as Gallegos of Delen, N. M., has filed the
damage they will do is ten fold to
tag provided for herein, or. when brator machine for treatment of
throws the "thugs." who have been the
It
you can possibly derive from notice of his Intention to make final any such dog ennnot be safely taken scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
good
the
nploytd by the Jealous rlvap to them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured five year proof In support of his
is also used for rheumatism, pain
same
kill
to
up
the
pounded,
In
and
overcome him, breaks open a window ty F. J. Chenney & Co., contains no claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No. without delay; and It shall be the and massage.
mercury, and Is taken internally, acting
and rushes out to be on time for the directly
upon
surmucous
blbod
1901,
and
21,
the
for the duty of the dog catcher to notify. In
October
6621.
made
"How strange is heredity." regreat race. Thus it ever Is in life. faces of the system. In buying Hall's
Section 2, Township 4 N, writing, the owner or owners of the marked the old man. "Take my son
The sneak who Is never manly enough Catarrh Cure be sure you get the gen- NWV4,
will
3
proof
W,
said
by
Range
and
that
Impounded
up
Internally
so
dogs
and
uine.
is
taken
taken
made
and
simIt
William for instance. See what a
to fight In the open, never wins
In Toledo, Ohio by F. J. Cheney & Co. be made before Jesus Luna. Probate him, whenever the said dog catcher
wonderful orator he Is. Words come
ply for the reason that he Is a sneak Testimonials
free.
M.,
on
N.
FebruLunas,
Los
Clerk,
who
at
are
the
can
or
ascertain
knows
to him one after another, faster than
Bold by druggists. Price, 7Sc. per botand a coward.
ary 7, 1907.
owner or owners, keepers m harbor-er- s he can speak them, and always the
"There Is some clever work in the tleTake Hall's Family Pills for
He names the following witnesses
of such dogs, that the dogs belong- right word, never the wrong one.
play. The character of the tough litto prove his continuous residence up- ing to said owner or owners, keeper What a beautiful flow of language
he boy who reads and murders Homon, and cultivation of. the land, viz: or harborer are in the pound; and he has! And all due to heredity."
Notice.
er to the college boys in the room
Ruperto Jaramiilo, of Belen, N. M.: if the owners, keeper or harborer of
All parties interested in the con"I didn't know that you. too, were
if Dick and Jack Is tine; and so Is the
scene when the ladles enter the bach- struction of cement walks, work guar- Simon Serna, of Los Chavez, N. M.; such dogs ho impounded do not ap- gifted in that way."
iiours after
elor apartments and find Dick In the anteed, please leave orders at the of- Pablo Ballejos. of Los Lunas, N. M.; pear within twenty-fou- r
"h, no. His gift was Inherited
proceas of dressing. This Is contrived fice of La opinion Publlca. All ar- Jesus J.iramlllo y Gallego, of Belen, such Impoundment, and claim and from his unit her."
ofregister such dog or dogs by paying
rangements for work of that kind N. M.
so as to be absolutely without
MANUEL R. OTERO,
If you want res:::. in advertising,
the fee as provided herein for regiswill be made at the above office.
fense, and It Is handled by Mr.
Register.
tering to the city clerk, and one dol- - tr an Evening Citizen want ad.
LOCKS TKCJILLO.
with much humor. Pick here
meets the girl whose picture he has
worshipped. She Is the friend of his
chum, but the sneak enters and lies
about Pick. The evidence
strong against him when he Is surprised witli "Maine," the sister of
.limay. the tough boy. Naturally the
young lady does not for an Instant
believe that the student Is trying to
reform "Maine," yet tills Is the case,
and Pick is Justified in the end. Pick
04)
speaks feelingly to the poor girl and
sends her back to her mother before H
she has had time to he really bad. Mr.
tjllmore In this scene Is just and natural. In the last act. after the excitRailroad Metropolis of New Mexico
ing race, the sneak Is discovered and
l'.KI.KX IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALUUyL'EKQL'E.
off,
usually
do and
as sneaks
sneaks
N. M , AT TIIK JUNCTION OF TIIK MAIN LINK OF
Fe
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
the girl tlies to her lover's arms. It
AND
SANTA FE SYSTEM
EAST
THE
LEADING
college
play,
pretty
well
handled
is a
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
as to const ruction and as to acting,
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGEand should make u great success In H
LES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
the tast when Mr. Ciilmore goes that
way.
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
An flttraetie feature of the produc1,000 l'.f.SlNHSS AND RESIDENCE 1 TS, 2:.U0
tion is & tii'mbcj- of good souS led
supgood
FEET, LAID OUT WITH HROAD 80 AND
by Mr. Hi!more. He has
port in bis cast. Miss Leona Halt, as
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
Dorothy Randall, is attractive and
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUP.LIO PARK A. D GRAND
acts with sufficient ability to make
OLD SHADE TREES; PUP.LIO SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTKoiiuih Scirtll
the. fart go well. Ml
ING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
Mr. Clinton Clay
ns Manic, Is good
OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
POPULATION
put nerve In'o his part and Master
HELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
was very
Edward Merrlgan. as Jlmy,
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 100 BARRELS
gooii. H captures the h.,u-.- - by the
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESuav be acts his part.
TAURANTS, ETC. HELEN IS THE LARGEST HUPAs a whole. "At Yale." is w. II wo.lh
seeing- It will be plaed again at the
PING POINT FOR WOOL. FLuUR. WHEAT, WINE,
perform. nice
l
matli.ee and
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE A A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN Till; NEAP. FUTURE CAN NOT BE
lliiil'ly i,t
A .IniimUa l4ily PpenUs
'
t'lianilM-rliilnESTIMATED.
...
Couch ltemttly. t
suV
Mr. Miihatl Hart, wife ofat the
j
Kings-t
Service
of
I
l.ermtenilt-nirt
CiC-SCiOKSOSCSWest Indies Islands,
WM. M. BERBER, Sec'y
jOHN BECKER, Pies
I
"SK
d
u
j
for
Fume
sayo that nhe has
fhambci Iain's Cough ltemedy for
whooping cough
roughs, croup
nnd has found it very beneficial. She
has implicit coiifliitnee in it and would
not be without a bottle of it In her
ail druggists.
heine. si"id
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Vehicl es

Harness

j

at Reduced
Prices.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Cornir Flrit Strttt and TUrm Avaum

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVE
HUE NEXT TO BANK 01
COMMERCE. .

At Consistent

j j J

Prices

Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,
Whips, Axle Oils
nnd all kinds of saddlery supplies.

A

You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for $56.00.

Few Words

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse

J. Korber & Co.

Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous 5A.
They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them

In Our New Store
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THIRD STREET

Moat Market

Dr. ling's

forC

and Salt Masts.
Stsam Sausags Factory.
1MIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonlo Buildlnf, North Third

All Kindt of Fresh

Discovery

Nov

8trs

Prlcu

W. E. MAUGEfc

60o$1.00

OUGHS and

Fro

Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
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Room t, Cromwell Block, AJbuquerqna
Automatic Telephone, 174.
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Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite
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The Belen Town and
provement Co.
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The Belen Town and Improvement

0
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Future

Santa
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TO BELEN, H. M,
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Im-

FIRB INSURANCE, REAL MTAV
LOANS.
Automatic phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo BvJldla

'

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY

A. E. WALKER,

i

1

COME

ITUn

BAMBmOOK BBOm. Prom.
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLV
8ADDLE H0R8ES SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties ea
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John

Jewel-bedeck-
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0
n
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0
0
0

Dealers In Groceries, PtotUIotu.
urain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llqaer
and Cigars. Place your orders tat
this line with ua.
NORTH THIRD

RANKIN & CO.

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE.

M.

ron a an aoi

UletHlln

iliii.vs the Itching st once, sets
as a rxmltlre, K'vrs Inniant re- lii'f. Dr. Wlinums'JnilinnPllcOlnt.
mmit Hnrenarrd for Film anil Itch.
of the private part.
Krrry box is
U Ing
Wfirrartteil. Hv dnikrirlHts. bv ninil on ra.
rrli.t of nm-i60 reiit ami H.OO. WILLIAMS
NUF1CTURING O . Prop.. :if velancl.
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Oil-mo- re

VJOOL

with Raaoe ft Manner.
Offlca, 115 North First
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

Dr. Wllltums' Indian Pile
ointment will cure blind,

LP!1

Second

Albuquerque, N. M.

CURE the LUNC8

K

212 North

No.

ILL the COUCH

lire-pare-

'T"i.-i--f:

i

-- AND.

rimm
INSURANCE.
Secretary

tlon. Office
avenue.

Mutual Building n
at 117 West Railm

its

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS'
FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought aad Ss
changed.
OF THE COLD BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OIT1
we appreciate
a perfectly heated Second Street, between Railroad aad
bouse, but it la not every house that
Copper Avenue.
la properly warmed. It youra la lacking In any way, or If you are undeThe Right Name.
Mr. August Sherpe. the popular
cided what la the best system to Install In a new house and need Infor- overseer of the poor at Fort Madison.
mation that is trustworthy and valu- Ia., says: "Dr. King's New Life PUla
able, let ua know of your trouble. are rightly named; they act more
We are specialists for hot water, hot agreeably, do more good and make
one feel better than any other laxaair and steam heating.
tive." Guaranteed to cure biliousStandard Plumbing & Heating Co ness and constipation. 25c at all drug
stores.
COMING IN OUT

0CK0
C99991
Railway Center

0

A

ALL FAST l.IMI 1 Ii!) KXIMIKSS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FK WILL HO
OVKIt THE MAIN LINK THROUGH TO HKLKV, KAST
AND WI'.ST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.

we need a

good,

first-class- ,

modern

newspaper.

up-to-da-

hotel

and a

our prices of lots are low and terms
title perfect; warran-

on easy payments;

ty deeds.
cash.

two-third-

one-thir-

s

d

purchase

may remain

money
on note,

with Mortgage security for one year,
with s per cent interest thereon.
'apply at once for maps and prices if
you wish to secure the choicest lots.
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Largest Line of Candy in the City
C. N. BRIGHAM
Successor to

F. F. Trotter

CONFECTIONERY

SUGAR

GEO. W. HICKOX

T. Y. MAYNAHD

NEW

CO.

D

MEXICO'S

LEADING
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ALBUQUERQUE
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GALE BY

HARDWARE

GO.

Foorth and Railroad Avenue
THE
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Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
Dlimoads, Watchea. Jewalrj, Cat Olass, Clock. Bllvarwars
roar trad and. swanU a SQUARE DEAL.
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- No report

i

here on

S. II. Harris of Hinghampton, X.
Y., Is at the Learnard & Llndeinann
store, engaged in a demonstration of
the electric piano, which he represents.
Modesto Ortiz left for Santu Ke last
evening. It Is said that he Is once
more contemplating a contest for the
seat of Lucero y Montoya of iierna-Ull- o
county.
Harry Cooper, deputy United States
marshal, has returned from his trip
west.
Mr. Cooper was one of those
In charge of the group of Chinese recently deported.
President E. P. Ripley of the Santa
Ke railroad, stopped off here last
night with his family, wtio are on
their way to their winter home at
Santa Barbara, Cat.
A.
Mrs.
Mrs. F. II. Twist and
Motor, the latter from Chicago, left
on the California limited today for
California. After a month spent on
the coast, they will return here.
Harry Hardy, numnger for Paul
Gilmore. was a pleasant caller at The
Evening Citizen office this morning.
Mr. Gilmore aifd company appear at
the Elks' opera house this evening.
John S. Iteaven has returned from
Helen, where he went with Superintendent W. K. Etter or the Rio Grande division, to select a location of a
coal yards for the Clurkville Coul
company.
Dr. O. T. Casper, veterinary Bur
geon connected with the bureau of
animal industry, Is at Willard, inspecting a shipment of sheep recently purchased by Louis Trauer, of this
city.
Misses
Iielle Sower, Katherlne
Fisher, Ella Hangs and Jessie Hammond visited Miss Agues Sals at
Isleta yesterday afternoon and returned to the city last evening, accompanied by Miss Sals.
Hon. 8. E. Aldrlch, house representative from the Twelfth district, composed of McKinley,
Torrance and
Valencia counties, spent Saturday and
Sunday in this city, returning t
Santa Ke on the train lust night.
In the case of Geo. L. Turner &
Co. vs. the Santa Ke Mining company
and others, pending in the district
court of Socorro county, the defendants have been awarded a new trial
by Judge Parker.
This case was
tried in Socorro shortly before Christ -
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We do It right. ROUGH DRY. Imperlal Laundry Co.
Pupils in tirst primary
grade
should enter next Monday, as a class
will be organized then in connection with Miss Philbrlck's Kindergarten, Commercial club building.
LESS DIRT, MORE
PER TON, GENUINE
W. H. HAHN A CO.

-

WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load.

.. .$2.25

W. H. HAHN & CO.

OUR.

STocic

AREReducic

m&Rovm

flVocjW
IPrasrmu

,,

1n t .m

OUR. WINTER. STOCK

M. ,.
1.5 FAST

.

MAMfttKiNC fRlCC

R.EDUCIN6 BECAUSE THE PEOPLE OF THIJ COMMUNITY
KNOW THAT WHEN VE SAY VE HAMMER.
PRICED, VE Do HAMMER PRICED DOWN.

We Still Have Soma Good Things In Our Clothing Stock

Both Phones.
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE.
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY. ECONO- MTCAL, EXCELLENT FOR OPEN
GRATES, $6. PER TON. W. H.
IL1IIN & CO.

115-11- 7

The Railroad A venue Clothier.
tmmaaaammmaaW

RflA (UJ mm
& FIRST

NORTH

STREET

Between Railroad and Ccppar A ve.

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

TIN SHOP
In Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

-

Wholesale and

Rot-ai-l

HARDWARE

ft

Pumps, Valves, Fittings-Ste- am
and Water
SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.
Iron Pipe,

o

Mail Orders Solicited
mouth rirt atrt
lie.409,ii7.North
4ot,
Flrat mtroot

i ta.

Albuquerque, Net Mexico

HEAT $6.00
GAS

COKE.

Suits made to order.
A special
cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No. 490. No. 209 West
Railroad avenue, upstairs.

ONE Y

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
Allen, Box 203, Albuquerque.

I.

$1.00.

AND

number is

51.

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

AiMoelstlon Offlei
Transaction
Cuarantaao

ROSEHFIEID'S,

1

18 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
at rum

44

S9.50
$0.05

striking

THE HAM BIN I COMPANY.

R.R.

444

lis

Are:

f

206 W. Gold Aveone

Clean Gas Coke

7hE'BL0WSWEv

BU5THRL

Lindemann,

Genuine American block, per
ton
Se.fio
Cerrillos Lump
$6.50
Anthracite Nut
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
$0.00
Anthracite, store .and .furnace

OFOURASCwg
--

GOODS

The Ladies' Auxiliary of the IS. of
E., will give their eleventh annual ball at Colombo hall, February
22.
Music furnished by Ellis' arches-tra- .
Tli kets, $1.00.

TICKETS

4- -

hammerinc!

L.

Our new telephone

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

RE SOLSED.

IS LEFT

C OA L

men and children. The kind that
wears longer, tits better and looks
nicer than any other brand on the
market. Prices range from 15 to 00c
a pair. C. May'a shoe store, 314 West
Railroad avenue.

CHAHPIONGROCERY CO.

Ia Doing the Work. All
Blues and Blacks Are
Reserved. Better Come
,In Today, Your Size
Might be Taken in The
Rush Should You Delay.

a Piano

Do It Today
&

COLOMBO HALL
Admissloi 50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Lidies Free

. 1HT.

PRICE'DOUW ON VHAT

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECOND HAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

Learnard

JANUAJIY

That we are

TODAY

wo-

The firm of Lommorl & Matteucci
corner Seventh and TIJeras, will hereafter be known as

.'.SALE :.

4

Tiluck Cat Stockings for men,

W.

Twenty per cent Discount

In the

NOW
purchase of

Established I960

Malloon. representing the J.
Dennis Lumber company at1
Rhodes, Ariz., spent yesterday in the
city and le for the west last night.
The J. M. Dennis company has Just
recently purchased one million feet of
lumber on the Sun Francisco mountain forest reserve.
F. Lawrence Walker, manager
of
the tour of Mr. Charles 11. Hanford,
the actor. Is In the city, and today
made arrangements with Manager
Matson of the Elks' opera house for
Mr. Hanford and company to appear
here Monday evening, February 11.
The play will be "Julius Caesar."
N
E. Stevens, territorial secretary
of the Odd Fellows lodge, left here on
Saturday night for El Paso and points
on the Hock Island railroad.
While
Mr. Stevens' trip is of a business nature, he hopes through the change
to llnd relief from the cold with
which he has been suffering for some
time.
Miss Constance Abbott, daughter of
Judge Ira A. Abbott, returned here
last Wednesday afternoon from her
visit to the national capital. While
In Washington Miss Abbott
visited
among friends and on her return
brought with her Miss Dora Edwards
of Haverhill, Mass., who will remain
here for a protracted visit.
A meeting of the auditing commitHuildiug and
tee of the
Loan association was held on Saturday at the office of P. F. McCanna
for the purpose of going over the
association's accounts. The committee, consisting of Mr. McCanna, Sam
Pickard anil Paul Teusch, found the
books correct in every particular.
Route H. Jaffa, advertising manager for Simon Stern, the Railroad
avenue clothier, returned to the city
last evening from an extended pleasure trip to the east. Mr. Jaffa Visited Chicago, New York, Washington,
Philadelphia and New Orleans, and
says he had a fine time, hut is glad to
get back to Albuquerque.
The American Lumber company
band gave an open air concert at the
corner of Railroad avenue and Second street Saturday evening, which
was thoroughly enjoyed by the crowd
which almost blocked traffic on the
street and enthusiastically applauded
the musicians. It was the first open
air concert ever given by the band.
Harvey Moore, of Agent Purdy's
ofllce force, heads an indoor base ball
team that challenges all comers.
Harvey's bunch and some of the local
ofllce boys played a practice game at
the Casino yesterduy.
The score resulting was not given out. A game
for blood In expected In the near fu
ture.
News has been rcecived here of the
death of J. (J. Walker, at his home
In Bay City, Mich., on December 25.
Mr. Walker was a health seeker here
shortly
before his death and only
left when it became apparent that
the cllmato was no longer benefiting
Mr,
him. Ho died of tuberculosis.
Walker was a man of pleasing personality and gained for himself a
number of friends during his resi
dence in this clt '.
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We can ave you money

S.

10 lbs. Nice

Spring Line of Clothing,
Furnishings and Shoes.
He Instructs us to Make
Room and Our

4

C.

MONBAV,

Believe Us

M.

H

Is Shipping Our Full
4

now.

Makes a specialty of cleaning,
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladles and gentlemen, and every
1H. C. II. CONNOR
garment is thoroughly stcrlliM-- In Its
OSTEOPATH.
Prices are satisfactory;
Room 3 and 4, N. T. Arinljo building. licunsing.
goods called for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rales on

OUR EASTERN BUYER

4

mas and thn Jury returned a verdict
In favor of the plaintiffs for the sum
" $25,000.
This verdict has been
set aside and a new trlul ordered.
Harllee & Karnes, of Silver City, and
W. B. Chllders, of this city, repre-sentethe mining company, and
Bonham a Holt, of Ias Crtices. represented Turner A Co.
Hon. and Mrs. Solomon Luna and
,
Miss Otero, who have been in
reached Albuquerque today on
the flyer. Mrs. Luna Is reported doing very well and Is recovering rapidly froni the operation which was performed about a month ago.
The Evening Citizen has received
ofllclal notice that E. V. Chavez, of
this city, and A. A. Sedlllo, of Socorro,
have formed a partnership for t he
general practice of law, under the
firm name and style of Chavez &
Sedlll, with offices In this city.
The new Harvey house at Ash Fork
is Hearing completion fast. The construction company hnvtng the building In charge expects to be able to
turn It over to the company by the
first of next month. Tracks from the
main line me being laid to the hotel
New-York-

blaze.

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
TIIK AIICH FRONT

fl

.

Alhti-iiuerip- ie

$2.25 to $4.00O
1.75 to 3.5
1.75 to 5.00
1.65 to 3. SO
I.IO to 2.00
I.OO

7

m.
12:35 H. in.
:05 l. m.

I2:3n

J. It. Ahell. of the Sniitu Ke, is
lure from his home at I'.elen.
Daniel Ortega runic In yesterday
froni his home nl Srniitf, N. M.
Walter Scott, of San Marelul, is
iinuing (he visitors in town today.
Thomas N. Wllkerson was one o
last night's passengers for Santa Ke.
Kreil Si Imlle. one of the big Kener-a- l
merchant at Helen, spent Sunday
In the city,
I'liilip Jngcls, 11 Los Luna business mnn, is among-- the visitor In Albuquerque today.
I'ayson ltlpley. trainmaster for the
Santa Ke lit San Mareial, was !n
again yesterday.
Deputy Vnlted
States Marshal
Smith lias Rone to El I'uso and other
points on official business.
KepresPtitntlvo H. Ituppe has returned to Santa Ke lifter spending
Saturday and Sunday at home.
Juilge Oeorge Craig started
last
8 evening for the territorial capital,
where he will transact business.
Mr. mid Mrs. It. II. Belts are registered at the Alvarudo. Mr. Iletta
Is prominent In ' politics In
(irant
county.
Horn, to Mr. and Mrs.
Solomon
Metzgar, a boy. Mr. Metzgar Is c
machinist at the local Santa Ke
shops.
Alcario Montoya. deputy sheriff
of the
and assistant sargeut-at-arm- s
legislative council, left here last night
for Santa Ke.
Mrs. W. L. I.retheiton. wife of the
superintendent
of
the 'larksvllle
mines, came in yesterday for a visit
In Albuquerque.
lr. W. L. Shadrach, who has been
slightly under the weather lately, lias
been confining his office hours between 10 and 12 o'clock dally.
Mr. and Mrs. A. It. McOaffey are
now 011 their way to New York City,
having left here on Friday night for
that city and other eastern points.
Mrs. Fink of St. Paul, Minn., and
her daughter, Miss Klma Kink, are In
town visiting Mrs. Kink's mother,
Mrs. C. A. Walker of 324 South Edith
street.
Almost 110 damage was done at the
American Lumber company fire Saturday owing to the prompt action of
the employes in extinguishing
the

They look good in the beginning and at the
end show that they are as good as they looked.
Every pair is a practical walking advertisement, demonstrating to the wearers during
process that it is to their inthe wearing-oterest to use our shoes.

--

1

hushies.

the least money.

--

4

Coiiklln, of Helen,

In our shoes ycu get the highest quality for

Men's Light Shoes
Men's Work Shoes
Women's High Shoes
Women's Low Shoes
Women's Slippers
Shoes for Boys and Girls

h
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TRAIN ARRIVALS.

HICKOX-MYNAR-

EVENIffQ

2LLBUQUEKQUE

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home Insurance,
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West,
The revelation of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and Invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home insurance is year by year receiving
more and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of business written. Why cannot this same record be made here?
It can If
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.
CANNOT

WE

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

oQ

